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ABSTRACT 

Travel times a e essential for processing and velocity determination from VSP 

surveys. Even though many wells drilled today are deviated from vertical, there is very 

limited geophysical iterature on the effects of well deviation on travel time 

measurements and pr cessing issues when a VSP is conducted in a deviated well. An 

investigation of the p ocessing considerations associated with acquiring precise travel 

times from a vertical · cidence and walkaway survey conducted in a deviated well was 

carried out. Compens ting for well deviation by rotating the vertical component in-line 

with the downgoing P wave particle motion for each source-receiver pair of the vertical 

incident survey had a egligible effect on acquired travel times. Rotation of the vertical 

component in-line wit the downgoing P-wave particle motion for each source-receiver 

pair of the walkaway urvey proved to follow conventional practice and the deviation of 

the well was not an iss 

The issue of deviation when acqumng travel times from VSP surveys 

conducted in deviated ells is a concern when characterizing a reservoir by determining 

aspects like anisotropi characteristics of a specific rock layer. Using the travel times 

acquired from both th vertical incidence and walkaway surveys, it is demonstrated, by 

producing a percent v locity anisotropy estimate of 17.1 % for a marine shale, that the 

travel time-inversion ethod is well suited for a deviated well setting. This estimate is 

appropriate when com ared to published values and to an independent estimate of 17.9 % 

obtained by modifyin the phase-slowness method using the same assumptions that 

govern the travel tim -inversion method. Modifying the phase-slowness method also 

made it operationall ln general, with the application of reasonable 

assumptions, velocity isotropy measurements can be obtained within a deviated well 

without rigorous comp tational adjustments. 
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CHAPTER 1 In roduction 

profiling (VSP) is a seismic technique that has been used for a 

number of years in th hydrocarbon industry. The measurement involves recording the 

total upgoing and dow going wavefields propagating through the subsurface by means of 

geophones clamped t the walls of a drilled well and a source situated at or near the 

surface. 

An important u e ofVSP's is the acquisition of direct travel times from the source 

to the receiver. These travel times then can be used to calculate average velocities of the 

elastic wave from the ource to the geophone located within the rock under investigation. 

Average velocity is ea ily calculated using: 

distance from source position to receiver position v =--+---------------~--------------~--------
Average di ct travel time from source position to receiver position 

These velociti s can provide a better understanding of the rocks under 

investigation and can e integrated into an exploration and development program. For 

example, estimates of elocity anisotropy are increasingly being used to better image and 

characterize reservoirs. Travel times from VSP ' s are utilized to calculate the average 

and interval velocities needed to detennine if a rock unit displays anisotropic properties. 

However, the reliabil" y of these velocities depends on the reliability of travel times. 

Errors in velocity de erminations that are used to help characterize a reservoir - by 

determining such asp cts as anisotropic parameters and VsNp - could significantly 

decrease the confidenc in the calculated results. 
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What causes d fferences in travel times when the VSP data comes from the same 

source-to-receiver co figuration? One possible cause investigated in this study, is 

processing VSP data to account for well deviation. Although many wells currently 

drilled are highly dev· ted away from vertical, there is limited documentation pertaining 

to the possible effect of well deviation on measured travel times and associated data 

processing issues. T · s study first introduces specific uses of VSP 's and different VSP 

survey configurations. I then use a vertical incidence VSP to investigate whether or not 

travel times, acquired after processing VSP data to account for well deviation, display 

significant difference compared to travel times acquired when well deviation is not 

considered. 

The possibilit of additional processing issues when acquiring travel times results 

m a concern when rying to characterize a reservoir by determining aspects like 

anisotropic characteri tics of a specific rock layer. The question must be asked - can 

anisotropy within a r ck be measured using VSP data acquired from a deviated well 

without rigorous com utational adjustments to account for well deviation? This study 

investigates this quest on by using travel times acquired from the vertical incidence and 

walkaway surveys to emonstrate that the travel time-inversion method (Slawinski et. al. , 

2003) is well suited fo acquiring velocity anisotropy measurements in deviated wells. 

Although trav l time measurements are essential for processing and velocity 

determination from SP surveys, there is very limited geophysical literature on the 

affects of well deviati n on travel time measurements and processing issues in this type 

of setting. The litera re on these topics consists primarily of short notes or extended 
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abstracts presented at ual geophysical meetings. Therefore, the objective of this thesis 

is to develop a system tic study of processing issues and their potential affect on deriving 

precise travel times om a three component vertical incidence and walkaway survey 

conducted in a deviate well. Furthermore, using these travel times I will show that with 

the application of re sonable assumptions, velocity anisotropy measurements can be 

obtained within a devi ted well without rigorous computational adjustments. 
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1.1 A Brief Histor of Vertical Seismic Profiling 

Seismology ha been used to image and explore the Earth's subsurface and has 

been in existence for any years. Much of the emphasis of this technique for exploration 

has been placed on su face-positioned seismic energy sources and receivers. However, 

very little time passed after the inception of surface-positioned exploration seismology 

before scientists began to think about using boreholes as a location to either place seismic 

sources or geophones. 

The first cred ted use of boreholes in seismology was in 1917 when R.A. 

Fessenden patented a ethod for detecting subsurface ore bodies by means of acoustic 

sources and receivers n water-filled boreholes (Hardage, 2000). McCollum and LaRue 

(1931) emphasized th t existing wells were not used for collecting exploration seismic 

data. They proposed hat local geological structure could be determined by measming 

the travel times from s rface positions to geophones located in existing boreholes. Even 

though the fundament Is of vertical seismic profiling were now in place, geophysicists 

mostly ignored the ide using seismology in the borehole, and persisted in continuing the 

emphasis on surface eismology. The only use geophysicists had in the 1930's for 

borehole seismology as measurement of seismic wave propagation velocities (Dix, 

1939). This led to the development of the valuable velocity check-shot survey, which is 

still widely used today in the hydrocarbon industry. 

The potential f vertical seismic profiling was not recognized until there were 

rigorous studies of no just the first arriving waves but also the character of the seismic 

wave propagation aft r the direct arrivals. These studies were implemented by Jolly 
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(1953), Riggs (1955), d Levin and Lynn (1958). They showed that wavelet attenuation 

and interaction betwe n primary and multiple reflections could all be addressed. Even 

with these rigorous s dies during the 1950's, geophysicists in the Western Hemisphere 

continued to use bore oles only for velocity measurements and not for rigorous vertical 

seismic profiling (Har 

Throughout th 1950's, 1960's and into the 1970's the interest in vertical seismic 

profiling was minimal in Western countries. However, this was not the situation in the 

former Soviet Union. oviet geophysicists intensely developed vertical seismic profiling 

applications. Gal 'peri (1974) provides a comprehensive look at applications of vertical 

seismic profiling (VSP and signal processing considerations and techniques. 

By the late 1 70's and into the early 1980's geophysicists in the Western 

Hemisphere began to ake a serious look at the potential applications of vertical seismic 

profiling. Hardage (1 85) prepared an excellent comprehensive summary of the utility of 

this seismic profilin technique by outlining the basic guidelines needed for the 

acquisition, signal pro essing and interpretation of VSP data. 

The utility of cording three component data in the borehole and the benefit of 

the VSP technique for roviding additional seismic interpretational insight was discussed 

by DiSiena et al. (1 81) and Toksoz and Stewart (1984). They discussed signal 

processing methods 1at allowed for the extraction of information from the total 

propagating wavefield in a three component coordinate system. 

Today, the e phasis of VSP experiments is integration with surface setsmtc 

profiling to reduce th financial and economic risks associated with developing oil and 
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gas fields. VSP data is used to optimize surface seismic planning, guide the signal 

processing of surface seismic data, assist in reservoir characterization and even help 

guide the drilling ofbo eholes. 

1.2 Basic Seismic avefields Obtained From VSP's 

When first exa ining any VSP seismic trace gather, it becomes apparent that this 

technique of seismic cquisition represents the subsurface differently then the surface 

seismic trace gather (F"gure 1.2.1). There are two different wavefields recorded during a 

VSP survey. These w vefields are characterized by upgoing and downgoing waves. The 

recorded time of dow oing waves on the VSP trace gather increases. This corresponds 

to the time an even is recorded on specific geophones that increase with depth. 

However, for upgoing waves the opposite is true. The time recorded of an event on a 

specific geophone de reases with depth. Once there is a reflection of a downward 

propagating wave it w 11 propagate upward and therefore will be recorded by successive 

geophones whose pos· ion in the borehole decreases with depth. When the receiver is 

located at the reflect depth, the upgoing wave is coincident with that of the direct 

downgoing wave. In t e context of actual field-recorded data, the downgoing waves are 

often about 30 decibe s (dB) stronger in amplitude than the upgoing waves and these 

upgoing events are not as easily identified as the downgoing events (Cassell, 1984). 
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Figure 1.2.1 Comparis of a surface seismic trace gather (left) with a VSP trace gather 
(right) (Pearcy, 2000). Note the presence of the upgoing wave and how primary 
reflections are .-.-q ....... u by the coincident of the upgoing wave with the downgoing 
direct arrival indicated the arrow. 
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1.3 The Applicatio of Multicomponent Seismology in Vertical Seismic Profiling 

When examin ng the applications of vertical seismic profiling as a seismic 

technique, there has b en an apparent concentration on compressional or P-wave energy 

recorded on a vertical geophone in the borehole. However, many of the VSP tools that 

are used consist not o ly of a vertical geophone but also two horizontal geophones. More 

recently, the VSP tool consist of an array of three component geophone packages. This 

has allowed for the e amination of shear waves or S-waves and mode-converted waves 

along with P-waves. Utilizing multicomponent recording requires distinction of the 

origins and elementar nature of the specific elastic waves of interest (P and S) that are 

observed. For an i otropic homogeneous media, particle motion associated with 

compressional wave -wave) propagation is oriented in the direction of propagation. 

Therefore, the particle motion is defined entirely by the ray geometry. Shear waves are 

associated with partie e motion oriented perpendicular to the direction of propagation. 

Hence, the particle m tion can be in any direction within the plane normal to the ray. 

The nature of the p icle motion associated with a specific wave mode can also be 

referred to as its speci c polarization. 

For a visual u derstanding of these different polarized wave motions, Figures 

1.3.1, 1.3.2., and 1.3.3 demonstrate the particle motion involved in the wavefields 

recorded by a three c mponent vertical seismic profile survey. To simplify the figure, 

ray paths for the upgo·ng waves are shown for the source that is offset to the left of the 

well. For the source o fset to the right of the well, the ray paths for the downgoing waves 

are shown. 
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Figure 1.3.2 of energy and particle motion of an upgoing (left) and a 
downgoing (right) SH shear-wave created by a source that is polarized perpendicular to 
the plane of i · that is defined by the source, the three component geophone and 
the reflection point. 
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The P-wave si ation (Figure 1.3.1) shows a P-wave as a vertical impulse on the 

Earth's surface. This i pulse leads to a P-wave that is reflected from a specific depth and 

recorded by a geopho e within the borehole as an upgoing P-wave. This impulse also 

leads to a P-wave that travels to a geophone positioned within the borehole and recorded 

as a downgoing wave. The upgoing reflected ray and the downgoing direct ray lie in a 

plane which contains e source, the three component geophone and the reflection point. 

This plane, which is p rpendicular to the reflecting surface, can be defined as the plane of 

incidence. For the P- ave propagation in a flat earth, particle motion or polarization of 

the wave is in the dire tion of the ray. 

For S-wave p opagation, the orientation of the source, or equivalently what 

direction the source i polarized, will have a strong effect on the particle motion and 

hence the polarized n re of the specific shear wave. The SH-wave situation in Figure 

1.3.2 demonstrates horizontal impulse orientated/polarized perpendicular to the 

previously defined pia e of incidence. This generates a shear wave with particle motion 

that is purely horizont 1. This shear wave, categorized as a SH-wave, is polarized normal 

to the ray propagation direction and nonnal to the plane of incidence. Since the particle 

motion of this wave is purely horizontal, it is apparent why a three component geophone 

is required to record t complete wavefield. 

The SV-wave ituation in Figure 1.3.3 demonstrates a horizontal source impulse 

oriented/polarized par llel to the plane of incidence. The resulting particle motion is 

perpendicular to the ay propagation and the motion within the plane of incidence. 

However, the particle otion is not necessarily vertical. Only when the ray is horizontal 
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will the motion be ve ical. Therefore, this shear wave, categorized as a SV -wave, has a 

polarization nature th t should be considered as lying in the plane of incidence, not as 

vertical particle moti . Due to the polarization nature of the SV -wave, the vertical 

component along wit the horizontal components can record this wave. In each case 

portrayed in Figures 1 3.1, 1.3.2 and 1.3.3 the different waves were produced by a source 

that is also polarized in the specific direction with respect to the plane of incidence. 

However, there is anot er way to produce these different wave modes of interest, and that 

is by utilizing the phen menon of mode conversion. 

For a P-wave i pinging upon a horizontal interface between two solids at some 

arbitrary angle other t an 90° (Figure 1.3.4), four different waves are generated at the 

interface. They are a eflected P-wave and a reflected mode-converted SV -wave. Also 

there is a transmitte P-wave and a transmitted S-wave that has undergone mode 

conversion. However the S-waves are propagating at a slower velocity. Since the P

wave particle motion i entirely in the plane of incidence, the S-wave particle motion is 

restricted to the same plane. Therefore, the mode converted S-waves are of the SV

polarization distinctio 

In the case of P-wave impinging upon a horizontal interface between a liquid 

layer over a solid lay r (Figure 1.3.4), only three different waves leave the interface. 

Since the liquid will ot support S-wave propagation, there will be no reflected mode 

converted S-wave, jus a reflected P-wave. Also, there will be a transmitted P-wave and 

a transmitted mode co verted S-wave with SV -polarization. 
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Figure 1.3.4 Parti · oning of energy into different wave modes (P and SV) upon 
reflection between tw isotropic solids (top) and between a liquid and an isotropic solid 
(bottom). 
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To exploit mo 'e conversion for the acquisition of S-wave energy by utilizing P

wave sources, Figures 1.3.5 and 1.3.6 show possible VSP field geometries. The case for 

mode conversion in a land environment portrayed in Figure 1.3.5, considers a P-wave 

source that causes a ropagating P-wave to produce, at the boundary of two solids, a 

mode converted dow going SV-wave and a reflected upgoing SV-wave. Also, a 

downgoing P-wave a d a reflected P-wave is present. This P-SV reflection has an 

advantage in that it an be recorded in areas that are not accessible to cumbersome 

mechanical sources r quiring a polarized wave motion to induce a SV -wave. In the 

specific marine exam ' le portrayed in Figure 1.3.6, the energy generated in the water, 

transmits as a P-wave nd is mode converted to an SV polarized S-wave at the sea floor. 

It can then travel as di ect downgoing waves, or continue to the reflecting interface as an 

SV polarized S-wave d P-wave. Both can then be reflected as a corresponding upgoing 

SV polarized S-wav and an upgoing P-wave. For a comprehensive study of 

multicomponent seis logy, refer to Tatham et al. (1991). For more specific references 

on the use of multico ponent seismology in vertical seismic profiling, refer to Galperin 

(1985), Balch et al. (1984) and Hardage (2000). Now that the nature and origin of 

propagating elastic wa es in the context of multi component vertical seismic profiling has 

been discussed, it is ttting to examine the different VSP survey configurations. The 

different configuratio can allow for the study of specific rock attributes extracted from 

the elastic waves disc sed in this section. 
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Figure 1.3.5 P land environment VSP field geometry for exploiting mode 
conversion created by P-wave at the reflection point between two solids. 
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Figure 1.3.6 Possib e marine enviromnent VSP field geometry for exploiting mode 
conversion created at t e contact point of a P-wave at the sea floor. 
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1.4 VSP Survey C nfigurations and Their Uses 

To extract ela tic wave properties from VSP data many survey configurations 

have been developed. Each of the survey configurations are designed to provide specific 

types of information a out the subsurface. 

The most basi VSP survey configuration is the checkshot survey. As mentioned 

in Section 1.1, it wa the initial and is still a very important VSP configuration. The 

survey consists of m suring the direct arrivals from any type of source polarization at 

the surface to a geoph neat specific levels within the borehole (Figure 1.4.1). 

The checkshot survey allows for the acquisition of travel times which can be used 

to determine rock vel cities. These travel times and associated velocities can then be 

used to determine de th-velocity models. The direct arrivals can also be used to derive 

seismic wavelets whi h can be used to create synthetic seismograms to be implemented 

in conjunction with su face seismics (Wyatt, 1981 ). 

Another impo ant use of the travel times obtained from the direct arrivals in a 

checkshot survey is t convert sonic log travel times so they can be used with surface 

seismic surveys. This procedure is practiced because sonic borehole tools emit a seismic 

source at frequencies n the ultrasonic range. Because of the frequency range used, the 

travel times on the so ic log will not correlate well if compared to surface seismic travel 

times. At these frequ ncies the seismic wave propagates differently and can be affected 

by small-scale rock c acteristics more directly then the lower frequencies (0 to 250Hz) 

associated with surfa e seismic sources. For further insight on the reasons for the 

discrepancies between sonic and seismic travel times, and techniques used to convert the 
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some log into se1sm1 travel times, refer to studies by Gretener (1961 ), Kennett et 

al.(1971), Strick (1971 and Stewart et al.(1984). 

The zero offse VSP survey configuration is basically a checkshot survey, except 

the specific geophone recording locations are at smaller depth intervals (Stewart et al., 

1984). There is a so rce at the surface that is kept stationary at a small offset (angle) 

with respect to the geo hone in the borehole (Figure 1.4.2). However, the direct arrivals 

are not the only eleme t of the wavefield investigated. The upgoing wavefields are also 

used for investigating tratagraphic horizon markers which can be correlated with surface 

seismic horizons. Als , patterns of multiple reflections can be identified and used to help 

in designing deconvol tion operators to attenuate multiples in surface seismic data. 

The configurat on and uses of zero offset VSP survey can also be extended into 

situations where the borehole is considerably deviated or even horizontal. The 

modification is that i order to keep the source at a small offset with respect to the 

geophones in the bore ole, the source has to be moved so that it is positioned above the 

geophone (Figure 1. .3). This configuration, categorized as the vertical incidence 

survey, is also used o obtain information from the direct arrivals and the upgoing 

wavefields. One adva tage of the vertical incidence survey is that the upgoing and 

downgoing wavefield can be used to image lateral coverage from beneath the well. 

Also, fault and dip id ntification of the formation around the well is possible (Hardage, 

2000). However, the isadvantage to this type of survey configuration is that great care 

has to be taken to ens e that the source and receivers are vertically aligned. This is time 

consuming and expens ve. 
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offset survey depicting the recording of a direct downgoing 
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Figure 1.4.3 incident survey configuration depicting the recording of a 
direct downgoing from each source-geophone pair within an isotropic medium. 
Also, note the of primary upgoing arrivals recorded by geophones located 
above the interface n P lrH,.

3
Pn the two mediums. 
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In both vertical and deviated wells, the offset VSP configuration is widely used. 

The survey configurat on consists of a source placed at some offset beyond near normal 

to a number of receiver positions within the borehole (Figure 

1.4.4). This survey onfiguration is quite common when a VSP survey is acquired 

ell. The source can be hung off the side of the rig and kept there 

throughout the course f the survey. 

The offset V P configuration can be used for acqumng many of the same 

attributes about a fo ation as the zero offset VSP. This configuration is also commonly 

ode conversion. It can lend itself to SV shear wave analysis and 

allows for the possibi ity of acquiring information about the recorded SV wave when a 

vertically polarized (P wave) source is used. 

The walkawa survey (Figure 1.4.5) is a survey configuration that also lends 

itself to acquiring m re insight into the propagation of P and SV elastic waves if a 

vertically polarized ( -wave) source is used. This survey configuration consists of a 

single receiver or a umber of receivers kept stationary at a specific depth in the 

borehole. Then a n her of sources ranging from zero offset to far offset are fired at 

some azimuth to the receivers. Data is commonly acquired from far to zero source 

offsets on both sides o the receivers. 

This configur ion can also be used to acquire the same attributes as the offset 

VSP. However, sine it is common practice in walkaway surveys not to acquire data at 

many depth levels, th s allows for more in-depth investigation of a specific area of the 

target rocks. Because f the range of source offsets, this survey configuration is 
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survey configuration depicting the recording of a direct 
a primary upgoing arrival within an isotropic medium. 
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Figure 1.4.5 
for each source and 

y survey configuration depicting direct downgoing arrivals 
corresponding upgoing arrivals within an isotropic medium. 
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commonly used for plitude variation with offset (AVO) analysis (Coulombe, 1993). 

Also, this is quite use 1 for acquiring a range of anisotropic attributes that are associated 

with a specific rock u it within a reservoir. 
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CHAPTER 2 V P Survey Characteristics for This Study 

2.1 Vertical Incide ce and Walkaway Survey Locations 

The Hibernia oil field is located 315 kilometers southeast of St. John's, 

Newfoundland, Cana a in 80 meters of water. This Field was discovered by a Chevron

operated well in 197 (Sydora, 1999). The Hibernia oil field consists of many fault 

blocks as characteriz d by Figure 2.1.1 . These fault blocks have been drilled by a 

number of wells that originate from a gravity-based structure (GBS). As indicated in 

Figure 2.1.1, there ar oil producing wells and gas or water injector wells. 

For this study he location concentration will be on the Q and R blocks. Figure 

2.1.1 demonstrates th t the Hibernia Q and R fault blocks are located near the center of 

the field, to the north ast of the GBS. The vertical incident survey data used for this 

study were acquired i the B-16 _ 2 well drilled into the Q block. The walkaway data 

were acquired in the B-16_ 4z well drilled into the R block. These wells are cased 

deviated producing ells that at reservoir depth are separated by approximately 1.5 

kilometers. For a m re three-dimensional understanding of the specific area of the 

Hibernia field that the SP surveys were acquired in, Figure 2.1.2 show the two deviated 

wells with their positi n relative to the GBS. 
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Figure 2.1.2 A mreq-am1enls1onal view of the base of the Hibernia Reservoir showing 
the Q and R fault and the B-16 _ 2 and B-16 _ 4z production wells. 
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2.2 Distinctive Su vey Characteristics for VSP's Conducted in Deviated Wells 

For any VSP urvey acquired in a vertical or deviated well, there is standard 

acquisition terminolo associated with it. The depth measurements taken to determine 

the position of the VS tool in the well are fust acquired at the kelly bushing (KB). This 

is the name given to a specific bushing that is located just over the hole on the drill floor 

of the oil rig. In the c se of an offshore rig, the kelly bushing (KB) can be several tens of 

meters above sea leve, . Hence, it is convention to convert all the depth measurements 

relative to sea level. his common datum is referred to as the standard reference datum 

(SRD). The depths qu ted for this study will all be referenced to SRD. 

The length of wire attached to the VSP tool that is spooled out during the 

progression of the su ey gives the measured depth (MD) of the geophones at the specific 

survey points. In a ve ical well, the measured depth of the geophones should be equal to 

their true vertical dep hs because the amount of wire spooled out will be equal to the 

depth of the geophon s. However, for a deviated well these values represent distance 

along the borehole the measured depths of the geophone positions will be greater 

than the true vertical epths. Figure 2.2.1 illustrates the distinction between these two 

depth measurements · a deviated well. The true vertical depths of the geophones are 

g the geophone positions in the well (measured depth) with the 

calculated true vertica depths of the well. This is determined from a direction-inclination 

survey conducted dur· g the drilling process. 
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deviated well. 
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CHAPTER 3 ignal Processing of the Vertical Incidence Survey for 
Travel Time - De th Measurements 

As discussed i Section 1.2, vertical seismic profiling was first used to measure 

travel times to define l time-depth relationship within the rock column. As the technique 

of vertical seismic pror ling evolved, allowing for many different formation attributes to 

be investigated, the si ificance of acquiring basic travel times has remained. 

Initially, these travel time measurements were obtained through VSP surveys 

acquired in vertical w lls. However, highly deviated boreholes have become common 

practice in the hydroc rbon industry since the 1970's. Yet, there is very little literature 

discussing processing considerations when trying to acquire precise travel times in 

deviated wells. This hapter focuses on processing issues and their potential effect on 

deriving travel times om three component vertical incidence data. The chapter starts 

with a description o the experimental survey configuration. It then proceeds with 

possible geometric signal processing considerations for the purpose of acquiring 

precise travel times. his gives theoretical insight into why rotation of the vertical 

component signal is p rformed. The travel times acquired after rotation of the vertical 

component are then c mpared to the raw vertical component travel times. Finally, the 

chapter concludes wit observations and final remarks. 
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3.1 Vertical Inci nee Survey Configuration 

The vertical i cidence survey data was acquired usmg Schlumberger's Array 

Seismic Imager (AS ) borehole tool (Kawahara et al. , 1990) m the B-16 2 cased 

production well. The ASI tool consists of a string of five sensor packages mounted on a 

special bridle cable ith a separation of 15 meters and connected to a mother cartridge 

(Figure 3.1.1). Each sensor package contains three mutually orthogonal geophones so 

that the complete seis ic wavefield was recorded. 

The vertical in idence survey was acquired from a measured depth (MD) range of 

4369.0 meters to 634. meters from the standard reference datum (SRD). This measured 

depth range is 3682. meters to 633.0 meters in true vertical depth (TVD) from SRD. 

The survey begins at measured depth of 4369.0 meters (3682.4 meters TVD). This is 

the position of the las geophone on the array, and the other four geophones in the array 

are positioned at 15 eter intervals above the last. This allows the array to extend an 

interval of 60 meters Because of the magnetic clamping, it is assumed that the tool 

anchors to the bottom curvature of the deviated well. A source-boat carefully positioned 

the source (air-gun) a ove the middle of the array at a depth of 3 meters. A number of 

shots for each 60 met interval were fired to try to obtain a consistent source wavelet and 

increase the signal to oise ratio. The sampling rate was 1 ms and the recording time was 

five seconds. Figure 3.1.2 gives an indication of how the survey was implemented by 

showing how the shot were positioned over the first two levels of the survey consisting 

of five geophones eac and at a measured depth range (MD) of 4369 to 4309 meters and 

4294 to 4234 meters. 
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Figure 3.1.2 Shot po itions over the first two levels of the vertical incident survey. The 
offset coordinates are with respect to a point projected to the ocean surface (SRD) 76 
meters directly below he kelly bushing (KB) of the GBS. 
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The geophones were clamped and then pulled up the well so that the last geophone was 

15 meters above the p si tion of the first geophone in the previous 60 meter interval. The 

survey proceeded as · dicated until a measured depth of 1834.0 meters (1773.3 meters 

TVD) after which the survey interval changed from 15 meters to an inconsistent interval. 

This interval varied fr m 80, 90 and 100 meters for the last eight five geophone 60 meter 

intervals. Figure 3.1. shows a plan view of the geophones with respect to the track of 

the borehole and a 3- "mensional representation of the geophone positions at true vertical 

depths. 

3.2 Processing C 'nsiderations When Acquiring Travel Times from a Vertical 
Incidence Sur ey 

3.2.1 Geometric Co siderations 

The geometric considerations for processing a vertical incidence survey to acquire 

precise travel times c n be established by first investigating the near normal incidence 

survey conducted in vertical borehole. One of the main properties of the near normal 

incidence survey that llows for the consistent acquisition of precise travel times, is that 

the vertical compone t of a three-component geophone package is in-line with the 

downgoing P-wave p icle motion. Hence, the vertical component is in a common 

coordinate frame defi ed by the particle motion of the P-wave and therefore the signal is 

maximized onto that omponent. If this common coordinate frame were not established 

for each source-receiv r pair, then the downgoing P-wave would be sampled, to different 

degrees, on all three c mponents. 
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Figure 3.1.3 view of the geophone positions with respect to the track of the 
borehole (top), ac<~ornu;am by a 3-dimensional representation of the geophone positions 
at TVD (bottom). 
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This raises so e significant questions. Can an unresolved measurement of a near 

normal incident dow oing P-wave without resolution into a common coordinate frame 

affect the precision o acquired travel times? Can the absence of a common coordinate 

frame affect the abili y to acquire precise travel times even if there is a near normal 

incidence source-rece·ver configuration? Can an unresolved P-wave signal in a near 

normal incidence con guration cause a change in the shape of a first arrival wavelet so it 

is harder to identify it onset or even phase shift it? 

Literature tha could give some insight on these questions seems to be 

nonexistent. Howeve , when processing the signal from a vertical incidence survey these 

questions should not e ignored. This is because the vertical component is not in-line 

with the direct downg ing P-wave particle motion, rather, it is at an angle dictated by the 

deviation of the bore ole. Also, because of the rotational torque in the connecting cable 

attached to the tool, he horizontal components rotate freely as the survey progresses. 

Consequently, all thr e components are in a different coordinate frame for each survey 

level and not in-lin with the P-wave particle motion. Therefore, within a three 

component vertical i cident survey, measurements of the downgoing P-wave particle 

motion are not record d predominately on one component, but to different degrees, on all 

three. 

When acquiri travel times from VSP data acquired when the source is beyond 

near normal incidence (ie. the offset or walkaway survey), it is common practice to rotate 

the vertical compone t to lie in-line with the P-wave particle motion. This is because 

source is always at an angle to the receiver. Therefore, the vertical component is not in-
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line with the P-wave article motion. However, rotation is not common practice when 

processing vertical in idence data even though the vertical component is not in-line with 

the direct downgoing -wave. ln the context of this argument, it would be good practice 

to obtain a common coordinate frame defined by the P-wave particle motion when 

acquiring travel times from a vertical incident survey. This can be done by rotating the 

vertical component - sing the signal from all three components - vertically in-line with 

the downward P-wa particle motion. This will ensure that the P-wave signal is 

predominately on the ertical component, establish a common coordinate frame for each 

source-receiver pair d possibly increase the reliability of the acquired travel times. 

The remainder of this chapter demonstrates the implementation of the rotational 

process on the vertica incidence signal. The discussion following this demonstration is 

aimed at shedding so e light on detennining if there is a need for rotation of the vertical 

component into a co mon coordinate frame when trying to acquire precise travel times 

from a vertical incide ce survey conducted in a deviated well. 
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3.3 Vertical compo ent processing 

3.3.1 Geometry assi nment and Trace Editing 

As outlined in Section 3.1 , the vertical incidence survey data used for this study 

was conducted in the -16 _ 2 deviated cased production well using Schlumberger' s ASI 

borehole tool. The s rvey depth range is from a true vertical depth (TVD) of 3682.4 

meters to 633.0 meter from the standard reference datum (SRD). The B-16 2 well is at 

a maximum deviation of 48 degrees from the vertical. 

Assigning the vertical incidence survey geometry recreates the source-receiver 

survey configuration, orehole path and the shot-to-receiver azimuths. East-west (x) and 

north-south (y) positi nal coordinates are needed. These positional coordinates denote 

the offset (in meters) om a point directly below the kelly bushing at SRD (76m). Even 

though there is a sma I range of source positions over the middle geophone in the array 

(Section 3.1), a singl source position with the same offset coordinates as the middle 

geophone is used fo each progressive survey level. Trace quality control is then 

performed by compari g entered and computed data. 

Figure 3.3.1 s ows the full upgoing and downgoing wavefields recorded. Several 

events can be identifi d in these data. The downgoing P-wavefield and the upgoing P

wavefield are labeled P and P-P respectively. The large change in the slope of the first 

breaks at the upper I vels (shallower depths) of the survey is due to changes in level 

spacing. The promin nt steeply sloping downgoing event is identified as a tube wave 

which propagates alo g the well bore. 
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vertical component trace gather of the full vertical incidence 
depth (SRD) of 647.9 meters to 3682.4 meters and recording 

showing upgoing and downgoing waves in addition to the tube 
wave. (b) trace gather showing the same depth range as (a), 

~..~ .. ,~., .. ~ .... "'-,a recording time range of 300to 2000 ms respectively. 
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After further amination of Figure 3.3.1 (b), the majority of the ensemble traces 

show little noise. Edi ing of these traces in order to better determine a time pick from the 

first break downgoin P-wave would probably be ineffective. To solidify this, Figure 

3.3.2 shows the trace of the first three stages of the survey (TVD range of 3682.4 meters 

to 3538.6 meters). T ere is a clear representation of the onset ofthe direct (downgoing) 

P-wave without any a ditional noise. 

3.3.2 Acquiring Fi st Break Travel Times 

Acquiring the 1rst break travel times from the onset of initial downgoing P-wave 

involves the use of a rst break picking algorithm. A time gate is picked before and after 

the onset of the first reak downgoing P-wave. Examining the onset of the first break 

energy reveals that ost of the energy lies within a time envelope of 1 OOms. Care is 

taken to pick a time ate that encompasses the first break energy and does not exceed 

1 OOms. This preve s additional recorded signal from being used in the first break 

ure 3.3.3, the time gate is shown for the first 15 recorded traces 

(TVD 3682.4 m to 35 8.6 m). 

ine the time gate for the shallow part of the survey (TVD 1820.8 

m to 647.9 m), wher the survey depth interval varies from 80, 90, or 100 meters, is of 

concern. Confidence in determining the onset of the first break energy is much lower 

(Figure 3.3.4). Exam"ning these traces and using the more prominent traces as a guide, it 

is determined that a 00 ms time gate can also be used. However, for this part of the 

survey confidence in pecific picks is low. 
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Figure 3.3.2 Trace nsemble of the vertical component for the first three levels of the 
survey. True vertical depth range of 3682.4 meters to 3538.6 meters and time range of 
1100 to 1600 ms respectively. The onset of the first break downgoing wave is very 
identifiable. 
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Figure 3.3.3 Trace 1 nsemble of the vertical component for the first three levels of the 
survey (TVD 3682.4!n to 3538.6m) showing the time gate used for the first break 
algorithm. 
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Figure 3.3.4 Trace nsemble of vertical incidence survey showing shallow section of 
the survey (TVD 182( .8 m to 647.9 m). Note the increase of noise around the onset of 
the first breaks. 
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From these tr vel time picks, a time-depth relation (Figure 3.3.5) is created. 

Since there was ver little processing of the signal before these travel times were 

obtained, travel times acquired after the rotational process is compared to these "raw" 

travel times. This re£ renee is needed in order to assess if rotating the vertical component 

should be considere when acquiring travel times from a vertical incidence survey 

conducted in a deviate well. 

3.4 Three Compon nt Processing 

3.4.1 Geometry Ass gnment and Trace Editing 

Assigning the , eometry to all three components is much the same as assigning the 

geometry to just th vertical component. For each component, the same source 

coordinates and calcul ted source-to-receiver offsets are used. However, the azimuth and 

the inclination of the borehole from North also enter the calculation. These data are 

obtained from the di ection and inclination measurements taken during the drilling 

process. The measur depth associated with the direction and inclination data is paired 

up with the same me sured depths (MD) of the survey. The appropriate corresponding 

direction and inclinati n data are then used. In some cases, the measured depths taken 

during specific sampl s of the direction and inclination survey are not an exact match to 

the vertical inciden survey. Therefore, the closest direction and inclination 

measurements to the v rtical incidence's measured depths are used. 
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Figure 3.3.5 Trave time depth curve obtained form the downgoing first break travel 
times of the vertical i cident survey. 
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For this study, the x-component of the geophone package is assigned the number 

one (1 ), the y-compo ent is assigned the number two (2), and the z-component (the 

vertical component) i assigned the number three (3). To process the three component 

data effectively, othe calculations such as the azimuth of each component are needed. 

This is calculated fr m the source-to-receiver azimuth in the same way outlined in 

Section 3.3.1. Thes calculations allow for the display of the raw component trace 

gathers (Figure 3.4.1) 

On first inspe tion of the x and y-components, they seem to be slightly noisier 

than the z-component. Additionally, the downgoing P-waves are not as prominent. Also, 

zooming in closer on the individual traces of the y-component reveals a reversal in the 

polarity of every fou h or fifth trace (Figure 3.4.2). The polarity of these traces is 

reversed before rotatiral analysis can be performed. 

3.4.2 Rotational An lysis 

The purpose f rotational analysis is to reorientate or rotate three component 

seismic data to a new coordinate frame that is defined by the nature of the experiment. 

As with the vertical ncident data used for this study, this process can allow for the 

rotation of the vertic 1 component into the plane of the downgoing P-wave particle 

motion. This will aximize the P-wave signal onto the vertical component. To 

determine what angle are needed for component rotation, the concept of a hodogram is 

used. 

A hodogram i a plot of seismic amplitudes recorded in a plane as a function of 

time. Figure 3.4.3 (a illustrates two seismic receiver components at right angles to one 

another with a simpli ted planer seismic wavefront approaching at a 45 degree angle to 

both receivers. Figur 3.4.3 (b) illustrates a hodogram plot of data that could possibly 
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Figure 3.4.2 Trace ~ nsemble of the y-component for the first four levels of the survey 
(TVD 3682.4 m to 3.:!86.8 m) showing the reversed polarity fourth or fifth trace. This 
continues throughout the entire ensemble. 
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Figure 3.4.3 Illust ation on the concept of the hodogram. (a) Planer Wavefront 
approaching receiver omponents at right angles to each other. (b) Hodogram of five 
samples recorded on omponent 1 and 2 in (a). (c) New receiver axes after 45 degree 
rotation counter-clock ise. 
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have been recorded o the two receivers in Figure 3.4.3 (a). Each point in the hodogram 

is a plot of the amp lit e on Component 1 versus the amplitude on Component 2 within a 

given time window. he five points in the hodogram plot represent the amplitudes of 

five sequential sampl from the recorded data traces. The first time sample in the time 

window is marked b an "X" and sequential samples are connected with a line. If 

Component I of the r ceivers in Figure 3.4.3 (b) had been orientated directly toward the 

approaching wavefro , the majority of the energy in the five samples would have been 

Component 2 would have been perpendicular to the particle 

therefore, relatively little of the energy would have been 

recorded on this com onent. Figure 3.4.3 (c) illustrates a new set of components after 

rotation (solid lines) hich maximizes the power on the new Component 1. For the 

purpose of this study, e new Component 1 can represent the vertical component and its 

rotation into the plane of the downgoing P-wave energy. 

Before using t e concept of the hodogram to rotate the vertical component in-line 

with the downgoing -wave particle motion, specific component labeling has to be 

introduced in order to ollow the rotations performed by the hodogram algorithm used for 

this study. The x-co ponent is given the label HI , they-component is given the label of 

H2 and the vertical c mponent (z) is labeled Vl . Throughout the rotational processes, it 

is assumed that the 1 component is 90 degrees in a clockwise direction from the H2 

component when vie ed from above the HI-H2 plane (right-handed coordinate system). 

The three-dim nsional coordinate rotation of the three geophone components is 

decomposed into two eparate two-dimensional rotations. For these data a rotation in the 

horizontal plane (HI- 2) is followed by a rotation in the plane defined by the vertical 

component and the ro ated HI component. Figure 3.4.4 (a) illustrates how the rotation 

of HI and H2 through an angle theta is performed. The HI-axis is rotated through an 
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Figure 3.4.4 A dep· tion of the rotations performed on the three component vertical 
incident data for this tudy. (a) Illustrates the first set of rotations in the Hl-H2 plane. 
Note the vertical comp nent is orientated upward for clarity. (b) Illustrates the second set 
of rotations around H2 The new coordinate axes after the rotation are solid lines and the 
original positions of th axes are dashed lines. 
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angle theta in the dire tion of the H2-axis (counter-clockwise). Note that the direction of 

the vertical componen is unaffected by this rotation. 

The second rot tion is performed in the plane defined by the vertical-axis and the 

rotated Hl-axis whic is denoted as Hl (theta). In this case, the angle phi is measure 

from the vertical-axis · n the direction of H 1 (theta). Figure 3.4.4 (b) illustrates the phi 

rotation looking down the rotated H2-axis which is denoted as H2 (theta). Note that this 

rotation leaves the dir ction of the rotated H2 component unchanged. The vettical axis 

after rotation through he angle phi is referred to as V (phi), and the Hl(theta) axis after 

rotation through the a gle phi is referred to as Hl (theta,phi). After these rotations are 

performed, the coordi ate frame of the geophones is now aligned with the P-wave signal. 

3.4.3 Acquiring irst Break Travel Times after Rotation of the Vertical 
Component 

Considering al three components at one time for every geophone position, the 

hodogram algorithm u ed for this study allows for the examination of the power recorded 

on all three compon ts with respect to the axes of the specific component rotation 

performed. A time te that encompasses the first break downgoing P-wave for each 

component is initially determined. Multiple interpretations of different time gates, I Oms 

before and 40ms after the initial trough of the first break allows for a number of samples 

that can determine the P-wave particle motion with confidence. 

Another useful feature of this hodogram algorithm is that it displays the horizontal 

and vertical traces bet! re and after the rotation in real time. This can increase confidence 

in the rotations perfo ed on the data because it is possible to visually interpret the 
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effectiveness of the p ocessing step for each trace. This is especially useful for the 

shallow levels which ontain more noise. Figure 3.4.5 displays the hodograms for the 

first level (five geoph nes) of the survey. The particle motion of the downgoing P-wave 

is well defined. He ce, the new component axes are picked with a high degree of 

confidence. Figure 3 .. 6 displays the hodograms for the first level (five geophones) after 

the rotation is perfo 

concentration of the 

These hodograms show that the vertical component has a 

break energy from all three components. The vertical 

component is now poi ted directly towards the impinging P-wave and in a vertical plane 

with the source. 

To be certain f this, the inclination angle of the vertical component (define by 

the borehole inclina ·on) before rotation ts compared with a calculated vertical 

component inclinatio relative to the vertical plane after rotation. This calculation 

consists of subtracting the angle phi for which the vertical component is rotated through 

with the original incli ation angle. The inclination calculations for the first two levels are 

found in Table 3.4.1. he vertical component for the first three levels is now in a vertical 

plane of incidence an therefore in-line with downgoing P-wave. The full data set of the 

rotation angles used f4 r the rotation of the vertical component can be found in Appendix 

A of this study. 
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Figure 3.4.5 Hodogr un display of the first five geophones of the survey before rotation. 
Note the traces befor and after each rotational operation. Consequently, the vertical 
trace is left with maxinum power. The first trace in the original three trace ensemble (far 
left) is the vertical con ponent. Second, is the y-component (H2) and the third trace is the 
x-component (Hl). 
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Figure 3.4.6 Hodogr~m display of the first five geophones of the survey after rotation. 
The bottom right hru d comer of each display prominently shows that the vertical 
component contains mpst of the power after rotation. Hence, it must be pointed towards 
the source. 
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Table 3.4.1 Inclinat on Calculations Relative to the Vertical Plane Before and After 
Rotation of the Verticd Component for the First Two Levels (10 traces-- TVD 3682.4m 
to 3590.4m) 

Trace 1' umber Inclination Before Rotation Inclination After 
From Direction and Rotation (degrees) 

Inclination Survey (degrees) 
47.70 3.70 

47.70 0.01 

48.00 5.00 

48.00 1.00 

47.40 0.69 

47.40 4.41 

46.80 2.80 

46.20 4.19 
( 46.20 4.20 

10 46.00 0.40 

Displaying the race ensembles of all rotational operations performed on the three 

components (Figure ..: .4.7) also gives an indication of how the vertical component has 

been rotated through ~n angle phi. The amplitudes of the first arrivals show that the 

power IS maximized c n the vertical component and that the x and y-components have 

been rotated out of tl e P-wave's plane of incidence. However, it is hard to directly 

comment on whether or not the rotations will improve the ability to pick travel times 

from the first arrival when compared to raw vertical component. Travel times are 

acquired using the sarr e method as in Section 3.3.2. 
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Figure 3.4.7 Five en emble display demonstrating the final outcome after rotation of the 
components into a nev coordinate axes. The five ensembles are the first two levels of the 
vertical incident surv ~y (TVD 3682.4 m to 3590.4 m) and time interval 1280ms to 
1400ms respectively. 
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3.5 A Comparison o Travel Time Measurements 

Initial compari ons between the raw and rotated vertical component travel times 

(Appendix B), indicat s only small variation between them. To detect any variance that 

warrants further exami ation the difference between the raw and rotated travel times are 

calculated (ie. (rotated travel time) - (raw travel time)). 

To establish a definition of a difference between the raw travel times and the 

times acquired after ro ation of the vertical component, the precision at which we are able 

to sample the downgoi g P-wave needs to be discussed. The precision is dictated by the 

sample rate at which e signal was recorded. The vertical incidence survey data was 

acquired with a sampli grate of lms (Section 3.1). Therefore, a travel time difference of 

less than ± 1 ms, after otating the vertical component, cannot be detected. Hence, travel 

times beyond ± 1 ms a e considered a difference in travel time measurement after rotating 

the vertical component 

For an initial nderstanding, the magnitude of the average of the differences 

between rotated vertic 1 component travel times with respect to the corresponding raw 

vertical component tr vel times (ie. !(rotated travel time) - (raw travel time)l ) is 

calculated to be 0.45 s. The value is less than 1 ms, therefore, initially I conclude that 

there is minimal differ nee between the rotated and raw vertical component travel times. 

This suggests that the process to compensate for well deviation by rotating the vertical 

component in-line wit the P-wave particle motion does not affect the first arrivals within 

the trace ensemble. , owever, a closer examination is needed because averaging the 

travel times could pas ibly smooth or average any time differences ( > 1 ms ). To show 

specific travel time · fferences at each geophone level, Figure 3.5.1 displays these 

differences between t e raw travel times and travel times acquired after rotation of the 

vertical component. 
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Figure 3.5.1 Differences between the raw travel times and travel times acquired after 
rotation of vertical con ponent. 
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Examination o Figure 3.5.1 indicates bias towards more positive than negative 

differences, implying otation resulted in larger travel times. I was unable to determine 

any specific reason fi r this bias. Nevertheless, these results indicate that rotating the 

vertical component ca sed 10 traces to have travel time differences > 1 ms. However, 

five of these are ass ciated with travel times acquired from the noisy shallow traces 

(TVD 1820.8 m to 63 .Om) where confidence in some of the picks is low. 

Differences b ond the shallow picks indicate that the rotation of the vetiical 

component could be e posing inaccuracies in the raw travel times. This poses a problem 

because the picks ha e an affect on calculated average and interval velocities. To 

determine if these dif erences do have an affect, the average velocities before and after 

rotation of the vertical component is calculated. 

Figure 3.5.2 il ustrates that the average velocities correlate very well. However, 

the shallow section hows a wide range of average velocities. This suggests that 

confidence in the abi ity of the picking algorithm to acquire precise travel times from 

specific noisy traces s low for both raw and rotated data sets, therefore, resulting in 

irregular average velo ities. Nevertheless, the travel time differences found throughout 

have very little affect on the average velocities. The highest travel time difference of 5 

ms, only equates to a average velocity difference of 9 ms-1
• These results correspond to 

the smoothing associ ted with continually averaging as the depths increase and are 

relatively insensitive to small travel time variation. However, calculated interval 

velocities show velo ity changes over specific depth intervals and should be more 

sensitive to travel tim differences. 
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True Vertical Depth Versus Average Velocity 
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Figure 3.5.2 Compari on of average velocities calculated from raw vertical component 
and rotated vertical com onent travel times. 
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Using the raw and rotated travel times to calculated interval velocities, Figure 

3.5.3 illustrates that ery little information can be acquired and irregular umealistic 

interval velocity diffe ences occur. This suggests that for this data set the calculation is 

very sensitive to any t avel time variations over the depth interval between two receivers. 

To try to reduce the nstability of the calculated interval velocities, and thus possibly 

reveal important tren s, the average of the interval velocities over each five receiver 

depth interval is calc lated. Figure 3.5.4 illustrates that this procedure was able to 

produce consistent re listie velocities and shows that both sets of averaged interval 

velocities correlate w 11. The shallow section shows a wide range of interval velocities 

and again suggests t at confidence in the ability of the picking algorithm to acquire 

precise travel times fr m specific noisy traces is low for both raw and rotated data sets. 

After examini g the differences in interval velocities, it is found they range from 

100 ms-1 to 900 ms-1
• However, it is not possible to determine if these interval velocity 

differences are associ ted with travel time differences greater than 1 ms. To try to 

determine an interval velocity difference that is associated with a ms travel time 

difference, I decide o choose depths and travel times that correspond to average 

velocities around the ean average velocity for both data sets (2411 ms-1
). Using these 

depths and times, a tr el time difference of 1 ms will give an interval velocity difference 

of approximately 250 ms-1
• Hence, excluding interval velocity differences ~ 250 ms-1 

reveals that travel tim differences greater than 1 ms generate small, seemingly random, 

clusters that on avera e have interval velocity differences ranging from 350 to 650 ms-1
• 

Unfortunately, withou access to interval velocities derived from a sonic log, I am unable 
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calculated from raw tr vel times and rotated vertical component travel times. 
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to determine which s t of travel time measurements produce interval velocities that 

correlate best, and thu should be used for further applications. 

3.6 Remarks 

Examination o the issue of whether special processing considerations needs to be 

made when trying t obtain precise travel times from a vertical incidence survey 

conducted in a deviated well has lead to inconclusive results. Only slight variations are 

found when comparin the first break travel times acquired from the vertical component 

orientated along the xis of the borehole with that of the rotated vertical component 

orientated in-line with he P-wave particle motion. 

Nevertheless, t suggest that there will be no difference in travel times in all cases 

concerning vertical i cidence surveys is a quick assumption. I think the arguments 

brought forth in Secti 3.2.1 gives the theoretical support that for these survey situations 

the deviation of the w ll cannot be easily dismissed. Presently, due to the availability of 

rotational analysis so are, a loss in productivity is not an issue. If it is found for 

another similar data et that there are differences in the travel times after rotational 

analysis is performed, hen the procedure has demonstrated its value. 

Attempting a otational analysis on a vertical incidence survey m a highly 

deviated well should ot be overlooked. This is especially true when these travel times 

can be essential to the continued integrated processing within a reservoir exploration and 

development program. 
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CHAPTER 4 ignal Processing of the Walkaway Survey for Travel 
Time Measureme ts 

Operationally, a walkaway survey ts quite different than a vertical incidence 

survey. A walkawa ts conducted over a small depth interval with sources 

positioned at a range ffsets with angles ranging from normal incident to as much as 65 

degrees. This survey configuration allows for the measurement of travel times with 

respect to a change in gle of incidence. Whereas, for the vertical incidence survey, the 

measured travel times · ve a vertical time-depth relationship. 

One of the lost active areas of current seismic research and development 

involves understandinJ qualitatively and quantitatively the effects of velocity anisotropy 

on seismic imaging a d velocity analysis. Vertical seismic profiling has shown great 

promise as a techniqu to investigate velocity anisotropy because the measurements are 

taken within the roc under investigation. Furthermore, the dependence of seismic 

anisotropy on velocit differences as a function of angle has proven to be a specific 

requirement that can e obtained from VSP survey configurations like the walkaway 

(Aluned et al., 1986). herefore, the importance of precise travel times is fundamental in 

acquiring anisotropy i 

There are pro ssing considerations when trying to acquire precise travel times 

from a walkaway sur ey. For example, the geometry for this type of source-receiver 

configuration poses a issue. Since the offset for each source is changing as the source-

receiver offset chang , the source-receiver coordinate frame will be different for each 

shot position. This is rue for a walkaway survey conducted in a vertical or deviated well. 

Therefore, the direct downgoing P-wave particle motion is not necessarily recorded 
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predominantly on one omponent of a three component geophone package. If the vertical 

component is used to cquire travel times, and its orientation is not taken into account, 

possible phase shifting of the first arrival onsets or changes in shape and amplitude of the 

first arrival wavelets e issues that cannot be ignored. Therefore, the ability of a first 

break picking algorit to acquire precise travel times would be in question. Hence, 

because of the survey eometry, it is appropriate to rotate the vertical component toward 

the direction of the P- ave particle motion when acquiring travel times from a walkaway 

survey. rizontal displacements of subsequent geophones, due to well 

deviation, leads to ad itional processing considerations. This is because, in a vertical 

well for the same soJ e there is a common source-receiver plane for each survey level. 

Whereas, when the w ll is deviated, there will be a slightly different source-receiver 

plane for each surve level due to these horizontal displacements. This chapter 

investigates these addi ional considerations through a discussion of the three component 

processing techniques required to obtain precise travel times from a walkaway survey 

conducted in a deviate well. 

The chapter be ins with this study's walkaway survey configuration. It then 

proceeds with the proc ssing of the three-component data. Further, first break travel 

times are acquired and final remarks are given. The operational theory of the algorithms 

used to process the wa kaway data (e.g. First break algorithm, Hodogram algorithm) was 

previously addressed i Chapter 3 and will not be discussed. 
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4.1 Walkaway Surv~y Configuration 

The walkaway ~urvey data was also acquired using Schlumberger's Array Seismic 

Imager (AS I) borehoh tool. The tool was lowered down the B-16 _ 4z cased production 

well and anchored at fixed depths (Table 4.1) throughout the duration of the survey. 

Again, it is assumed that the tool anchors to the bottom curvature of the deviated well. 

Table 4.1 Measured )epths, True Vertical Depths and Geophone Inclinations of the 
Walkaway Survey Cor ducted in the B-16 4z Deviated Cased Production Well. All 
Depths are With Resp< ct to SRD. 

Geophone Number Measured Depth True Vertical Depth Geophone 
(meters) (meters) Inclinations 

(degrees) 
1 4384 3482.73 35.5 

2 4399 3494.81 35.8 

3 
I 

4414 3506.90 36.0 

4 4429 3518.99 36.2 

5 4444 3531.08 36.3 

A source - bo t maneuvered the source (air-gun) to create a line of 160 source 

positions at approximc: tely 100 meter intervals (Figure 4.1.1). On the North-West side of 

the receivers 81 sour~e positions were acquired at a source-receiver azimuth of 108 

degrees; this was ca culated by the clockwise angle created from a specific source 

position to the receive s. The offset from the receivers ranged from a far offset of 8128.9 

meters to a near offset of 28.44 meters. There was then a 200 meter interval between the 

first near offset sourc< to the North-West of the receivers and the first near offset source 

to the South-East of tl e receivers which was at an offset of 75.77 meters. There were 79 

source positions to the South-East of the receivers which ended at an offset 
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Figure 4.1.1 Source- eceiver locations for the walkaway survey. The offset coordinates 
are with respect to a p int projected to the ocean surface (SRD) 76 meters directly below 
the kelly bushing (KB of the GBS. 
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of7977.12 meters and created a source-receiver azimuth of287 degrees calculated by the 

clockwise angle creat from a specific source to the receivers. 

4.2 Three Compon nt Processing 

4.2.1 Geometry Ass'gnment and Trace Editing 

Assigning the cquisition geometry to the walkaway survey primarily consists of 

the same procedure s outlined in Section 3.3.1 for the vertical incidence survey. 

However, since the eophones are kept in the same position for the duration of the 

survey, the quantity o geophone positional data to enter is much less. 

The geometry assignment requires the source-to-receiver offsets, as well as the 

inclination and azimu h of the borehole over the specific survey depths. These data are 

obtained from the dir ction and inclination data measurements for the depth section of 

the well that correspo d to the survey depths. The x -component of the geophone package 

is assigned the numb r one (1), which signifies the Hl horizontal component. The y

component is assigne the number two (2), which signifies the H2 horizontal component. 

The z-component is a signment the number three (3) to distinguish it as Vl , the vertical 

component. The dat were inspected after geometry assignment to confinn that the 

correctly. 

Inspection of ach component in each survey level indicates that there is a + 40 

ms time shift on eac trace after source 106 (Figure 4.2.1). The reason for these time 

shifts cannot be dete ined from field notes or header statements. Therefore, these traces 
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Figure 4.2.1 Trace er1semble of level 1 (TVD 3482.73 meters) displaying sample of 40 
ms trace shift that o .;curs on each component in each level after trace 1 06 of the 
walkaway survey. Trace ensemble displaying traces before DC removal and bandpass 
filtering. 
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on each level are time shifted by- 40ms, after which, a trace DC removal and butterworth 

bandpass filter (8-18 36-80 Hz) is performed in order to properly display the trace 

ensembles. 

Further inspec ion indicates prominent noise spikes occurring in level 1 (TVD 

3482.73 m) and level 4 (TVD 3518.99 m) of the x-component trace ensembles and in 

level 3 (TVD 3506.90 m) of the z-component trace ensemble (Figure 4.2.2). The reasons 

for these noise bursts annot be determined from field notes or header statements. Spike 

and noise burst edit gorithm is performed; however, further inspection of these noise 

bursts do allow for th acquisition of first break travel times since their onsets coincide 

with the first break en rgy. 

After prelimin ry editing of the data, the trace ensembles for each component that 

correspond to the su ey levels can be displayed (Figure 4.2.3). One noticeable feature 

is the signal obtained from the level 4 (TVD 3518.99 m) z-component. The coherent 

signal is very low a no reason could be determined for why level 4 was different, 

hence, it is difficult t obtain travel times from the z-component. Attempts at bandpass 

filtering provided littl or no improvement. Therefore, the original data shown in Figure 

4.2.3 is used for the r ational analysis. 
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4.2.2 Rotational An lysis 

The theory of the rotational analysis performed on the walkaway survey is the 

same as the vertical incidence survey. However, there are some differences when 

performing a rotation I analysis on a walkaway data set. For the vertical incidence data, 

the final result was to have the vertical component in line with the impinging P-wave by 

maximizing power tr nsferred from all three components to the z-component. The 

walkaway survey is considerably different in design. Since the source can be at 

significant offsets, an at an azimuth to the geophone package, the hodogram analysis 

requires more in-dept interpretations of the results. Final orientation of the z-component 

is not predetermined as it was for the vertical incidence survey (i.e. vertically up). 

Therefore, the final o ·entation of the z-component will be different for each shot taken. 

The overall result oft is rotational procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.2.4 for a vertical 

well situation. In t e context of a deviated well situation the same procedure is 

performed. The horiz ntal component (H 1) is rotated, through an angle theta, around the 

vertical component i to a plane that contains the source and the receiver. Then the 

vertical component is rotated, through an angle phi, around the horizontal component 

(H2). This leaves th vertical component pointing directly at the impinging P-wave 

originating from the s urce at a specific azimuth. 

Through iterat ve examination of different time gates, an optimal time gate was 

determined for the rna ority of the traces in each level. A window lOms before and 40ms 

after the first break pr duces hodograms that allow for confident interpretation of the 
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Figure 4.2.4 An ill stration of the rotations performed on the three component 
walkaway data used fo this study; Rotation of Hl into the source azimuth which is 
defined as the plane th t contains the source and the receiver (left); After which the 
vertical component is ro ated a specific inclination so that it is now pointing at the source 
(right). 
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rotation angle requir d to rotate the vertical component (Figure 4.2.5) towards the 

impinging direct dow 

Examination f Figure 4.2.6 shows a significant improvement in the P-wave 

signal recorded for l vel 5 (TVD 3531.08 meters) of the walkaway survey. These 

rotations also diminis ed the presence of the SV -shear waves in the original vertical 

component ensemble. This is as equally true for level 1 (TVD 3482.73 m), level 2 

(3494.94 m) and level (3505.90 m). 

This routine al o proved to be appropriate when dealing with the problem of the 

low and noisy signa displayed within the ensemble corresponding to the vertical 

component of level (TVD 3518.99 meters). Since the horizontal components are 

primarily used for the otation, the first break energy displayed on these components was 

used without the ins ection of the vertical component. Final results show that the 

rotation using only th horizontal components for the rotational analysis can still produce 

a power maximized v ical component ensemble (Figure 4.2.7). 

4.2.3 Acquiring irst Break Travel Times after Rotation of the Vertical 
Component 

Determining t e first break travel times from the onset of the initial downgoing P-

wave after rotation of he vertical component into a source-receiver plane of incidence for 

each receiver level in lves the same use of the first break algorithm utilized in Chapter 

3 for the vertical inci ence survey. Examining the first break energy revealed that most 

of the energy lies wi hin a time envelope of 50ms. The travel time picks were then 
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Figure 4.2.5 Hodo am display of specific source positions throughout the North-West 
side of level 5 (TVD 531.08 meters) trace ensemble. Note for the far offset (shot 1 0) 
very little energy is re orded on the vertical component. This directly correlates with the 
low signal recorded at far offsets on the vertical component. This observation is the same 
for all the previous le els of the walkaway survey. 
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Figure 4.2.6 Trace ensembles of level 5 (TVD 3531 .08 meters) vertical component 
before and after analysis. Note the significant improvement in first break 
signal at far offsets rotation. Also, the significant decrease in mode converted SV-
shear wave signal. 
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Figure 4.2.7 Trace ensembles of level 4 (TVD 3518.99 meters) vertical component 
before and after analysis. Note the success of using the horizontal components 
to transfer a full signal unto the vertical component which contained very little 
indication of a signal. 
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4.3 Remarks 

Even though t e walkaway survey used for this study is conducted in a deviated 

well, the processing r utine is the same for a walkaway done in a vertical well. The only 

difference between th s deviated well situation and a vertical well situation is that there 

are horizontal displ cements of subsequent geophones due to the well deviation. 

Therefore, for the sa e source, there will be a slightly different source-receiver plane for 

each level of the surv y. However, this did not prove to be a problem since the rotational 

analysis rotated each ertical component into the specific source-receiver plane. 

The walkawa survey is operationally different than the vertical incidence survey 

and allows for a me surement of travel times with respect to a change in angle of 

incidence. This acqui ition of angular dependent travel time measurements is needed for 

the investigation offo ation anisotropy. The final chapter of this study will show, using 

the walkaway and ve ical incidence travel times, that with the application of reasonable 

assumptions, velocity anisotropy measurements can be obtained from VSP's conducted 

in a deviated well wit out rigorous computational adjustments. 
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CHAPTER 5 A plication of Travel Times for Velocity Anisotropy 
Measurements in eviated Wells 

The velocity ith which an elastic wave propagates through a rock can depend 

upon its direction of vel. If, for example, the velocity of an elastic wave is observed to 

travel faster in the orizontal direction than in the vertical direction then velocity 

anisotropy is present. 

Velocity anis tropy results from directional variations m the mechanical 

compliance of rocks nd has been widely observed in both laboratory and field studies 

(Jones eta!., 1981 , B ik, 1984, and Leslie et al., 1999). Velocity anisotropy may be an 

intrinsic property of a ock r~lated to its mineralogy and grain fabric, or it may be caused 

by depositional effect such as thin interbedding of different rock types. Even though the 

cause of velocity anis tropy within a rock may be difficult to determine, there has been 

much research done o quantifying it. 

The reason fi r quantifying velocity anisotropy ts that it occurs in many 

sedimentary rocks of ·nterest in exploration geophysics. Ignoring the effects of velocity 

anisotropy in tradition 1 data processing may lead to positional errors in seismic images 

that increase the risk o dry holes (Isaac et al., 1999, Vestrum et al., 1999). 

Vertical seism · c profiling has shown great promise as a technique to investigate 

velocity anisotropy ecause the measurements are taken within the rock under 

investigation. Many techniques have been developed to obtain velocity anisotropy 

measurements usmg ravel times acquired from VSP surveys. However, a literature 

review on this topic evealed that most techniques were developed using travel times 

acquired from a VSP urvey conducted within a vertical well. Since many wells drilled 
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today are highly dev ated from vertical, most of these techniques need to include a 

correction for well de iation. A method for acquiring velocity anisotropy measurements, 

in which the path of he borehole could be ignored, would certainly be well suited for 

deviated wells. 

By using trave times acquired from the vertical incidence and walkaway surveys, 

I demonstrate that the ravel time-inversion method (Slawinski et al. , 2003) is well suited 

for acquiring velocity nisotropy measurements in deviated wells. This method assumes 

that a buried layer of interest is elliptically anisotropic and that the velocity anisotropy 

can be described by a ingle parameter (X ). I will calculate this parameter for a marine 

shale within the Uppe Zone of the Hibernia Reservoir and then give a percent velocity 

anisotropy estimate. 

To demonstrat that this technique produced an appropriate velocity anisotropy 

estimate for the shale I yer, I continue to use the assumption that a buried layer of interest 

is elliptically anisotro ic to modify the widely accepted phase-slowness method (Gaiser, 

1990, Miller et al. , 19 4, Miller and Spencer, 1994). Using the walkaway survey travel 

times, this assumption will allow for an independent percent velocity anisotropy estimate 

to be determined unde the same conditions. 
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5.1 Travel Time In ersion Method 

5.1.1 Elliptical Anis tropy Assumption 

Before applyi g the travel time inversion method, I will discuss the assumption 

which this method is based on: a buried layer of interest being elliptically anisotropic. 

This discussion will a so define the terminology and the anisotropy parameter (X ) used 

throughout this chapt 

In an ideal w rld, it would be appropriate to use the full elastic wave equation 

with a complete set o elastic parameters for seismic processing. However, in practice an 

experiment to measu e those parameters is almost impossible to carry out. A useful 

approach to simpli ng the experiment is to assume some form of symmetry that 

decreases the number f independent elastic parameters. 

When velocit anisotropy is present in a rock, the velocity of wave propagation 

depends on the directi n of the propagating wave. Also, the direction of the velocity of a 

wavefront is different hen measured normal to its surface (phase velocity) as compared 

to measured in the dir ction of energy propagation (ray velocity). Due to the number of 

elastic parameters re uired to describe a specific medium fully, convenient equations 

describing phase an ray velocities and their direction are not easily accessible. 

However, assuming el iptical anisotropy simplifies this situation considerably. 

The assumptio of elliptical anisotropy is derived from the simplification that a 

propagating wavefron can be described as an ellipse. Along the symmetry axis of an 

ellipse, the direction of energy propagation coincides with the wavefront normals. 
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Therefore, it can bed monstrated that corresponding phase and ray velocities are equal in 

magnitude (Slawinski et al., 2003). Hence, there are only two velocities within a buried 

layer of interest to co sider, the vertical ( Vz ) and the horizontal ( Vx ) ray velocities. 

However, one has to acknowledge that there is no way of knowing beforehand if the 

elliptical anisotropy a sumption is appropriate for describing the anisotropy of a buried 

layer. 

With that bein said, using the simplifications of elliptical anisotropy, Slawinski 

et al. (2003) describe he anisotropy within a layer of interest by a single parameter (X) . 

This parameter is defi ed by: 

where Vx = horizontal ray velocity 

Vz = vertical ray velocity 

(A) 

and X is assumed to b constant over a finite depth range. If the magnitudes of a set of X 

values determined fo a medium are not constant, then the assumption of elliptical 

anisotropy is not appr priate. 

It is not intui ive to try to conceptualize the anisotropy parameter ( X ) with 

respect to the velocity anisotropy present in a rock. However, X can be used to calculate 

the percent difference between the horizontal and vertical ray velocities. If the percent 

difference between th vertical and horizontal ray velocities can be expressed as: 

lP = L- vr x 100. 
Vz 
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Using equation (A), Vx can be expressed in terms of z, as follows: 

Substituting Vx in te s of zinto the percent difference expression, tP, one obtains: 

Using a num rical example to illustrate this, if z is given a value of 0.20 this 

implies that the diffe ence between vertical and horizontal ray velocities ( q,) is 18.3 %. 

Hence, determining can be used to give an estimate of the percent velocity anisotropy 

present in a rock. 

5.1.2 Theory 

For the time inversion method a two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate 

system (x,z) where and z correspond to the horizontal and vertical axes of the Cartesian 

plane is considered ( igure 5.1.1). The source position is the origin which is at an offset 

to a receiver located t some point ( x 2 , z2 ) in the layer of interest. The interface defmed 

by the transition fr m the upper medium to the layer of interest is assumed to be 

horizontal. Also, de h to the interface (H) is assumed to be known from other studies. 

This method onsiders that the medium above the layer of interest is anisotropic 

and linearly inhomog neous along the vertical axis. This means that the instantaneous 
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z 

Refraction 
Point (Xr, H) 

Buried ayer of Interest 

Figure 5.1.1 A two-cnme:ns1· onal model of an elliptically anisotropic homogeneous layer 
of interest buried an anisotropic linearly inhomogeneous medium. The layer of 
interest is separated the upper medium at a depth H by a horizontal interface. The 
ray path between the (0,0), and the receiver, (X2,Z2) , refracts at the interface at the 
point (Xr, H). 
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velocity ( V) of an el stic wave through the medium increases with depth( z )and can be 

described by the linea function: 

V(z) =a+ bz , 

where a is the spee in the medium which contains the source, and b is a constant 

velocity gradient for the medium. This instantaneous linear velocity trend is a valid 

model within some edimentary basins (Slotnick, 1959, Acheson, 1981 ). Hence, the 

travel time in the up er medium from the source to a refraction point ( Xr ) on the 

interface from the up er medium into the layer of interest is defined by the travel time 

function: 

t (x )=_!_ln[a + bH[ l - ~l - (pa)2 ]J 
1 

r b a l - ~1 - [p(a+bH)]2 

where 

2bx, 
=~~==============7============ 

~[cbx,)2 +a2 +(a+bH)2 J -[2a(a+bH)Y 

is the ray parameter d fined and described by Slawinski and Slawinski (1999). 

Using the ass mption that the layer of interest is elliptically anisotropic and that 

the anisotropy can d scribe the parameter X,, an explicit expression is developed by 

Slawinski et al. (2003 in terms of a single refraction point Xr: 
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This expression inco orates the calculated tJ( x,) and the travel time measurements ( T) 

acquired from a VS survey. Also, the expression incorporates the vertical interval 

velocity ( VI) of the I yer of interest which is obtained through previous studies. 

It is shown tha the refraction point x, can be determined through the condition 

ax(xr ) = 0 (Slawinski et al, 2003). 
axr 

Therefore, this condifon states that differentiating the equationx (x,), equating it to zero 

and solving for x,, w ll allow one to obtain the x-ordinate of the refraction point at the 

interface with a dept expressed as H for a specific source receiver pair. Inserting the 

refraction coordinate ack into the equation for X (x,), can now give a value for the 

anisotropy parameter. Since X is assumed to be constant for a given depth, repeating this 

procedure for multipl shots paired with same receiver should give the same value for X. 

If the X values are ot constant for a given depth, then the assumption of elliptical 

anisotropy may not b valid. The walkaway survey configuration is ideal for verifying 

this assumption becau e multiple travel times are acquired at a given depth as the source-

receiver offset chang s. To conclude this section, I will use the travel times acquired 

from vertical incident and walkaway surveys to determine an anisotropy parameter for a 

marine shale, and thus give an estimate of the percent velocity anisotropy present. 
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5.1.3 Method and R suits 

The shale laye under investigation is part of the Cape Island member formation 

located in the Upper Z ne of the Hibernia Reservoir, and is characterized as consisting of 

silty-shale sequences ( lint and Sinclair, 2001 ). As outlined in the previous section, there 

are a number of unkn wns that need to be acquired before the anisotropy parameter (X) 

for this shale layer can be determined. 

Correlating the TVD depths of the vertical incidence survey with lithostratigraphy 

charts for the B-16 2 ell (Bidgood, 2003), reveals that survey level 184 (TVD 3413.6 

meters) is just above e shale layer. Because the vertical incidence survey thoroughly 

sampled the medium above the shale, the vertical incident travel times are used for 

determining the requ red instantaneous linear velocity function V(z). Since it was 

determined in Chapt r 3 that there are no notable differences between the raw and 

rotated vertical compo ent travel times, I use the raw travel times for determining V(z). 

Using these travel ti es, a graph of true vertical depth versus travel times is plotted 

(Figure 5.1.2). graph displays a non-linear trend, thus, using least squares 

regression, a second rder polynomial curve provides a very close fit. Taking the 

derivative ( :; ) prod ces a linear instantaneous velocity function with respect to time. 

Substituting the travel times back into this velocity function gives a set of instantaneous 

velocities. 
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True Vertic I Depth Versus Travel Time for Vertical Incidence Survey 
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Figure 5.1.2 A true ertical depth vs. travel time graph for the vertical incident survey. 
Added is a second rder polynomial best-fit curve obtained from a least squares 
regressiOn. 
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After plotting graph of instantaneous velocity versus true vertical depth, a near 

linear trend is visible r depths above the shale layer (Figure 5.1.3). Through a linear 

least squares regressio fit the instantaneous velocity function with respect to depth 

V(z)is found to be: 

V(z) = 1.553 + 0.803z. 

As outlined in he previous section, a= 1.553 Kms-1 represents the velocity of the 

medium which contai s the source. Since this study is in a marine environment this 

value gives the veloci of the propagating source wave in water. The value given in the 

above equation (1553 ms-1
) gives a highly appropriate value for this environment. The 

velocity gradient of b = 0.803 s-1 is also a highly appropriate value for this sedimentary 

environment within t e Hibernia Reservoir (Wright, pers. comm., 2002). Even though 

the graph of instantan ous velocity versus depth displays a near linear trend, the results 

are acceptable for thi environment and will be used for determining the anisotropy 

parameter. 

The vertical i idence survey is also useful for determining the vertical interval 

velocity ( V1 ) of th buried layer. By correlating the TVD depths of the vertical 

incidence survey with lithostratigraphy charts for the B 16 _ 2 well (Bidgood, 2003), it is 

determined that the in erval velocity ( V1 = 4 319 ms -1 
) calculated from raw travel times 

for survey levels 188 TVD 3455.5 meters) and 189 (TVD 3466.0 meters) are within the 

shale layer. 

Now that the elocity function of the medium above the shale and the interval 

velocity within the sh le has been determined, the assumption that the interface between 
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Figure 5.1.3 An in tantaneous velocity vs. true vertical depth graph for the vertical 
incident survey. Add d is a linear best-fit line obtained from a least squares regression 
fit. The vertical axis intercept indicates the velocity of the source wave within water. 
The gradient indicate the constant velocity gradient for the medium above the shale 
formation. 
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the upper medium an the shale layer is horizontal can be verified using the walkaway 

travel times. If the w lkaway travel time curves show a high degree of symmetry about 

zero offset, then this c n indicate the medium is horizontally layered (Miller et al., 1994). 

By correlating lithost atigraphy charts for the B-16 _ 4z well (Bidgood, 2003) with the 

TVD depths of the wa kaway survey, it is determined that levels 1, 2 and3 are above the 

shale layer and levels 4 and 5 are within the shale layer. Displaying these travel times 

with respect to offset or each level indicates a high degree of symmetry, and therefore 

suggests horizontal la ering (Figure 5.1.4). Again, using the lithostratigraphy charts for 

the B-16_4z well (Bid ood, 2003) the depth to the interface (H) is found to be 3509.4 

meters (TVD). 

Knowing that 1 vels 4 and 5 of the walkaway survey are in the shale layer, I chose 

level 5 (TVD 3531.08 meters) to be assigned the ordinate z2 which represents a receiver 

within the shale at a ecific depth. Finally, the travel time ( T) for a range of offset 

positions ( x 2 ) from a proximately 8000 meters to 1000 meters on both sides of receiver 

5 are used. Now th t all the unknown values have been determined, the anisotropy 

parameter X can be cal ulated. 

Using the mat ematical software package Derive®, the condition ax(xr) = 0 IS 
ax, 

performed on the fun tion X ( Xr ) . This determines the refraction point ( Xr) for each 

offset. However, the software package could not calculate refraction points for offsets 

ranging from approxi ately 1900 meters to 1000 meters. Since it is still possible to 
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Figure 5.1.4 First reak travel time picks of each level of the walkaway survey. 
Horizontal axes repre ent East (positive) and West (negative) offsets from a specific 
geophone and vertical axes represent travel times. Note travel times display a high 
degree of symmetry hich can be an indication of non-dipping subsurface strata and 
insignificant lateral vel city variations. 
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determine a large n mber of independent X values, I will not continue with an 

investigation of this m tcome. 

Substituting ea~h calculated refraction point back into X ( Xr) yields independent 

X values. Table 5.3.1 gives a sample of refraction point values and specific X values for 

offsets ranging from approximately 8000 meters to 2000 meters North-West of the 

receiver. 

Table 5.3.1 Offset alues (x2) at One Thousand Meter Intervals With Corresponding 

Travel Times (1), the Calculated Refractions Points (Xr) and the Calculated Anisotropic 

Parameter Values (X ) for a Shale Layer Within the Cape Island Member Formation, 
Hibernia Reservoir. 

Offset Ordinate (x2) Travel Time (1) Refraction Ordinate Anisotropic 

(m) (s) (Xr) (m) Parameter X 
(Dimensionless) 

8027.3 1.860 7462.3 0.183 

7028.1 1.656 4923.1 0.184 

6026.9 1.459 3991.9 0.184 

5029.7 1.265 3044.7 0.184 

4026.4 1.059 1986.4 0.186 

3026.4 0.860 731.4 0.185 

2026.8 0.704 643.5 0.189 

The consistency of the anisotropy parameter for the range of offsets demonstrates 

that the elliptical anisotropy assumption is valid for this case. Slawinski et al. (2003), 

shows the stability of this method by demonstrating that a one millisecond travel time 

error results in an errpr of about 20% in x, and that this result is almost one order of 

magnitude less than t~e error inherent in the phase-slowness method. The consistency 
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among the set of t e independent X values given m the table above, not only 

demonstrates that the elliptical anisotropy assumption is valid for this case, but also 

provides an indication of the reliability of the method. To determine a single anisotropy 

parameter value, the a erage X value was found to be 0.185. Thus, the average percent 

velocity anisotropy est mate for the shale layer is 17.1 %. This value indicates that weak 

elastic anisotropy is p esent (Thomsen, 1986) and con-elates well with P-wave velocity 

anisotropy values obta · ed from shale samples at corresponding depths (Thomsen, 1986). 

To demonstrat that the travel time-inversion method produced an appropriate 

velocity anisotropy est mate for the shale layer, I continue using the elliptical anisotropy 

assumption to modify he widely accepted phase-slowness method (Gaiser, 1990, Miller 

et al. , 1994, Miller a d Spencer, 1994) so that an anisotropy parameter ( X ) can be 

determined under the arne conditions. Finally, using the travel times acquired from the 

walkaway survey, I ca culate an anisotropy parameter (X ) for the shale layer, and thus 

determine an additiona percent velocity anisotropy estimate. 
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5.2 The Phase Slo ness Method 

5.2.1 Theory 

The phase-s! wness method is based on determining horizontal and vertical 

slowness measureme ts ( Sx and Sz ). Slowness is defined as the inverse of the phase 

velocity ( b ), or the inverse of the velocity of a propagating wavefront in a direction 

normal to its surfac . Horizontal and vertical slowness can be represented by the 

equations: 

a s = 
X a: 

z 

a s =
z & 

X 

Gaiser (1990), demo strates that if one assumes the layer of interest is homogeneous in 

the immediate area o sources and receivers, then slowness estimates can be determined 

from VSP data by fir t simplifying the above equations to: 

11t s =
X 11x 

z 

11! s =
z 11z 

X 

The horizontal slown ss can now be obtained within a layer of interest by the difference 

in travel times (At) etween two source positions (Ax) for a specific receiver depth, and 

the vertical slowness an be obtained within a layer of interest by the difference in travel 

times ( At ) betwee two receiver depths ( Az ) for a specific source position (Figure 

5.2.1). He then de onstrates that the horizontal slowness estimates can be calculated 

locally by fitting str ight line segments in a squared coordinate space ( r -x2 
) , and 

vertical slowness esti ates can be calculated by a linear least squares fit to the direct 
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Figure 5.2.1 Ill 
the average slowness 
buried layer of· 

z 2 
L1t2 = (t2(tJ}- t l{t:z)) lx2 

on showing the phase slowness method (Gaiser, 1990). Note that 
"mates between zl and z2 will yield a sample point within the 

mid-way between Z1 and Z1. 
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arrival times over a corresponding interval Lit. Even though homogeneity within the 

layer of interest si lifies the slowness calculations, these fitting procedures can be 

avoided ifwe also as ume elliptical anisotropy. 

As discussed in Section 5.1, by assuming elliptical anisotropy, the direction of 

energy propagation oincides with the wavefront normals along the axis of the ellipse. 

Hence, the horizonta and vertical ray velocities ( Vx and Vz) along the axis of the ellipse 

are equal in magni e to the corresponding phase velocities ( IJx and flrJ Therefore, 

determining Sx and z along the axis of an elliptical wavefront is now the inverse of the 

corresponding ray ve ocities. These ray velocities have to be equal in magnitude along 

each axis because the same point on the wavefield is sampled for different shot positions. 

Therefore, magnitud s of the slowness values with respect to each axis are also equal. 

Hence, using regressi n techniques to determine a function that will give Sx or Sz values 

are not needed. How ver, if it is found that the Sx's are not consistent or the Sz's are not 

consistent, then the e liptical anisotropy assumption may not be valid. Also, care has to 

taken to ensure that range of shot positions will provide slowness estimates along the 

horizontal and vertic I axis of an elliptical wave front. If random shot positions are 

chosen, one could be ampling the vertical axis instead of the horizontal and vise-versa. 

The walkaw y survey is ideal for determining slowness estimates, because 

closely spaced recei ers can be fixed within a layer of interest and many specific 

shots/samples can b of angles to ensure the wavefront is 

sampled along each s . metry axis. 
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To determine shot po itions from a walkaway survey that will provide slowness values 

along the horizontal xis of an elliptical wavefront, I use a classical wavefront chart 

(Miller et al., 1994). his chart (Figure 5.2.2) is a contour plot of first break travel time 

picks as a function f source-receiver offset and receiver depth. Referring to Figure 

5.2.2, a choice of ne planar wavefront contours over a range of offsets (red box) will 

ensure that the wav front normal coincides with the horizontal axis of the ellipical 

wavefront, and thus ial horizontal slowness estimates can be obtained. To determine 

shot positions from a alkaway survey that provide samples along the vertical axis of the 

ellipse, and thus obtai axial vertical slowness estimates, a range of near normal incident 

shot positions can be sed. However, the walkaway survey data used for this study was 

acquired in a highly eviated well. Referring back to Figure 5.2.1 , the phase-slowness 

method was develop d using measurements acquire from VSP surveys conducted in 

vertical wells. When a well is deviated, the vertical slowness estimate will be affected 

because it is assumed the two receivers are in the same plane of incidence for a specific 

shot position. For o receivers in a deviated well, there is a horizontal displacement 

over a )z. Therefore, he horizontal coordinate cannot be held constant when determining 

Sz. Hence, the vertic 1 slowness estimate corresponds to an "apparent" vertical slowness 

I 

( Sz ) and a correctio must be made (Gaiser, 1990). The correction that gives the " true" 

vertical slowness esti ate ( Sz) along a pair of receivers within a 
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Figure 5.2.2 Wave ont chart made from first break travel times acquired from a 
walkaway survey (Mil ret al. , 1994). Red box indicates offset range and travel times 
that correspond to near lanar wavefront contours. 
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deviated well, is det rmined by the product of the total slowness vector ( S) and the 

receiver array orienta ion ( a). This can be expressed as: 

sz = s X a= -Sx sin BcOS'I/ + sz cosB 
(Ohlsen et al., 1998) 

where (} is the incli ation of the borehole and 1/1 is the azimuth with respect to the 

particular source pos · ion line and the array consisting of two receivers. The horizontal 

slowness values ( Sx were calculated from offsets used to calculate the apparent vertical 

slowness estimates. 

Once confide ce in the horizontal and vertical slowness estimates is established, 

the anisotropy param ter ( X) can now be expressed in terms of horizontal and vertical 

slowness by first subs ituting Vx and Vz in: 

with the equivalent ho izontal and vertical phase velocities ( Dx and D'z) to yield: 

Knowing that slowne s is defined as the inverse of the phase velocity, Dx and Dz can be 

replaced with the inve se of slowness to express X as: 
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Determining X will ow allow for the calculation of a percent velocity anisotropy 

estimate within a !aye of interest. 

To conclude t ·s section, the travel times acquired from the walkaway survey are 

used to determine sl wness estimates. These estimates are then used to calculate an 

anisotropy parameter or the same marine shale and thus a percent velocity anisotropy 

estimate. This will g ve further evidence that the percent velocity anisotropy estimate 

calculated using the tr vel time inversion method is appropriate. 

5.2.2 Method and R suits 

To acquire a elocity anisotropy estimate of the shale layer using the phase

slowness method two evels of the walkaway survey are needed. It has been established 

that levels 4 (TVD 35 9 meters) and 5 (TVD 3531.08 meters) are within the shale layer 

(Section 5.1.3). Thu , appropriate travel times are utilized to calculate the slowness 

estimates used to dete ine an additional anisotropy parameter (X ) . 

As outlined in he previous section, to determine horizontal slowness estimates, a 

choice of consistent p anar wavefronts over a range of offsets has to be determined so 

that the direction oft e normal to these wavefronts is in line with the horizontal axis of 

the ellipse. Wavefro t charts are created using the travel times, receiver depths and 

source-receiver offset for levels 4 and 5. Figure 5.2.3 illustrates this contour plot of 

travel times as a functi n of source-receiver offset and receiver depth for all offsets. 

Examining the chart reveals that planar wave fronts become consistent between 

offsets of approximate y 3000 meters to 7000 meters. Hence, using the travel times that 
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Figure 5.2.3 Wavefi ont chart made from recorded first break travel times. Red box 
indicates offset range and travel times used for the calculation of horizontal slowness 
estimates. 
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correspond to the o fsets within this range, the horizontal slowness estimates are 

calculated for levels 4 and 5. 

To obtain ve ical slowness estimates that are along the vertical ax1s of the 

assumed elliptical wa efront, travel times acquired from sources at normal incidence with 

respect to levels 4 and 5 of the walkaway survey are needed. To avoid using travel times 

that are from offsets beyond normal incidence - which would equate into slowness 

estimates that are mor horizontal than vertical - straight- ray source-to-receiver angles of 

incidence are calculat d. It is found using simple trigonometry that offsets greater than 

2000 meters will give angles of incidence greater than 30 degrees. To maintain normal 

incidence, I use trav I times from offsets less than 2000 meters. Once the vertical 

slowness estimates are obtained, horizontal slowness values corresponding to offsets less 

than 2000 meters are a so determined so a correction for well deviation can be performed. 

This correction will no allow for "true" vertical slowness estimates to be determined. 

Graphing horiz ntal and vertical slowness versus source-receiver offset (Figure 

5.2.4), shows the indi ·dual slowness estimates are self consistent for both the horizontal 

and vertical cases. These results are consistent with the assumption of lateral 

homogeneity and elli ical anisotropy. Using the mean of the horizontal and vertical 

slowness estimates, a lue for X is calculated (Table 5.2.1). 
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Table 5.2.1 The Ave age Horizontal and Vertical Slowness Estimates in Addition to the 

Corresponding Calcul ted Anisotropic Parameter X for a Shale layer Within the Cape 
Island Member Forma ion, Hibernia Reservoir. 

Average Horiz pntal 
Slowness Esti ~ate 

(ms/m) 

0.2050 

Average Vertical Slowness 
Estimate 
(ms/m) 

0.2418 

Calculated Anisotropic 

Parameter X 
(Dimensionless) 

0.1955 

The calculated value of X gives an additional percent velocity anisotropy estimate 

of 17.9% for the shal< layer. This value indicates weak elastic anisotropy in the shale 

layer (Thomsen, 198( ), and cotTelates well with P-wave velocity anisotropy values 

obtained from shale sa nples at corresponding depths (Thomsen, 1986). 
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5.3 Summary of Re ults 

By assuming a linear vertical velocity gradient for the medium above an 

elliptically anisotropi layer of interest, in which the anisotropy can be described by a 

single parameter X, S awinski et al. (2003), developed a travel time inversion method 

around a point-to-poi t problem based on a single source-receiver pair within a Cartesian 

coordinate plane. B cause the path of the borehole can be ignored, the travel time 

inversion method Is ell suited for acquiring velocity anisotropy estimates within a 

deviated borehole. 

Using the tra el times acquired from the vertical incidence and walkaway 

surveys, the anisotro y parameter ( X ) was calculated to be 0.186 for a shale layer 

located within the Ca e Island Member formation of the Hibernia reservoir. This value 

equates to a percent elocity anisotropy estimate of 17.1 %. This suggests that weak 

anisotropy is present ithin the shale layer and compares well with published values 

(Thomsen, 1986). 

To verify that t is velocity anisotropy estimate is reasonable, the widely accepted 

phase-slowness metho was modified using the same assumption of elliptical anisotropy 

within the shale layer. Not only did modifying the phase-slowness method allow for an 

additional X value to b calculated, it also made this method operationally less intense in 

comparison to what is outlined by Gaiser, (1990) and Miller et al. , (1994). However, a 

correction for borehol deviation still had to be implemented. The value for X using this 

method was found to e 0.196, which equates to a percent anisotropy estimate of 17 .9%. 

Again, this suggests th t weak anisotropy is present within this shale and compares well 

with published values Thomsen, 1986). Calculating the anisotropy parameter ( X ) not 

only demonstrated th the travel time inversion method is well suited for acquiring 

velocity anisotropy easurements in deviated wells, but also gave a preliminary 

understanding of the anisotropic characteristics of a marine shale layer within the 

Hibernia Reservoir. 
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CHAPTER 6 C nclusions 

This study in estigates the processing considerations associated with acquiring 

precise travel times om three component vertical incidence and walkaway surveys 

conducted in deviate wells. After compensating for well deviation by rotating the 

vertical component o the vertical incidence survey into the first arrival P-wave particle 

motion, the raw and r tated vertical component travel times were differenced. Random 

differences in travel imes were observed. These travel time differences were more 

apparent in the shallo section of the vertical incidence survey. This was most likely 

due to the noise asso iated with these traces making the onset of specific first arrivals 

harder to determine. he travel time picks acquired from the rotated vertical component 

displayed a bias towa ds being greater than the raw travel times. No reason could be 

found to explain this b as. 

These random ifferences between the raw and rotated vertical component travel 

times had very little a feet on calculated average velocities. However, calculated interval 

hat sensitive to these variations. Nevertheless, differences in 

interval velocities wer randomly clustered. Comparing calculated interval velocities to 

sonic log interval vel cities could have given more insight on this issue. Unfortunately, 

sonic log interval velo ities were not available. Hence, determining if processing of this 

vertical incidence su ey, to compensate for well deviation, produced travel times with a 

higher degree of pr cision was inconclusive. However, I would caution totally 

dismissing the creden e of the rotational process when acquiring travel times from a 

vertical incidence surv y. 
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The processin considerations associated with acquiring precise travel times from 

the three component alkaway survey proved to follow conventional practice. Because 

rotating the vertical c mponent into the source-receiver plane is common practice when 

processing a walkwa survey, deviation of the well was not an issue. However, Level 

four of the walkaway survey had a vertical component signal that consisted of a high 

degree of noise. No eason was found for this; however, the rotational process allowed 

for the P-wave signal to be recovered. The high degree a symmetry displayed by the 

travel time versus off: et graphs proved to be useful in the final chapter. These graphs 

provided evidence tha the assumption of horizontal layering of the rocks directly above 

the layer of interest w s valid for this study. 

Using the trav 1 times acquired from the vertical incidence and walkaway survey, 

it was demonstrated t at the travel time inversion method, developed by Slawinski et al. 

(200 1) is well suited or acquiring velocity anisotropy measurements in deviated wells. 

The assumption that t e buried layer of interest is elliptically anisotropic and described 

by a single anisotrop parameter provided the means for a percent velocity anisotropy 

estimate of 1 7.1% to e calculated for a marine shale. The percent velocity anisotropy 

estimate indicated th t weak anisotropy is present and compared well with P-wave 

velocity anisotropy va ues for shales at corresponding depths (Thomsen, 1986). 

To further ve · fy that the travel time inversion method produced an appropriate 

velocity anisotropy es imate, the widely accepted phase-slowness method (Gaiser, 1990) 

was modified using t same assumptions that govern the travel time-inversion method. 

This allowed for an i dependent percent velocity anisotropy estimate of 17.9% to be 
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calculated. Again, thi suggests that weak anisotropy is present within the marine shale 

and compares well wi h published values (Thomsen, 1986). Even though, correction for 

well deviation had t be implemented, the assumptions used to modify the phase

slowness method mad it operationally less intense in comparison to what is outlined by 

Gaiser, (1990) and Mi ler et al., (1994). In general, using these travel times demonstrated 

that with the applicat'on of reasonable assumptions, velocity anisotropy measurements 

can be obtained within a deviated well without rigorous computational adjustments. 
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A 
Vertical Compo ent Rotation Angle (Phi) for Vertical Incidence Survey 

Conducted in t e B-16_2 Cased Production Well, Hibernia Oil Field. 
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APPENDIX A 

Component Rotation 1\ngles (Theta and Phi) for Vertical Incident Survey conducted in 
the B-16 2 Cased Pro ~uction Well, Hibernia Oil Field. 

Table Al: Vertical C omponent Rotation through the Angle Phi for Each Receiver 
Depth. 

True Vertical Original Azimuth of Original The Angle Phi for 
Depth From Vertical Component. Inclination of Which the Vertical 
(SRD). (meters) (degrees) Vertical Component is 

Component. Rotated 
(degrees) Through.(degrees) 

3682.4 334.1 47.7 50 I 

3672.3 334.1 47.7 47.01 
3662.2 334.3 48 43 
3652.1 334.3 48 47 
3642 333.6 47.4 46.71 

3631.8 334 47.4 42.99 
3621.5 334 46.8 44 
3611.2 334 46.2 42.01 
3600.8 334.4 46.2 42 
3590.4 334.4 46 42 
3580.1 334.3 46.4 46 
3569.7 334.7 46.4 45.01 
3559.3 334.1 46.3 44.98 
3549 334.3 46.3 48.01 

3538.6 334.3 46.3 49 
3528.3 334.3 46.6 47.01 
3517.9 334 46.6 43.5 

I 3507.6 334 46.1 44.99 
3497.2 333.4 46.4 46 
3486.8 333.4 46.4 47 
3476.4 334.4 45.8 46.01 
3466 334.4 45.8 45.5 

3455.5 334.4 45.7 46.01 
3445.1 334.4 45.7 47.01 
3434.6 338.1 45.6 45.99 
3424.1 338.1 45.6 46.01 
3413.6 340.8 45.5 44.99 
3403 340.8 45.5 44.5 
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---

3392.4 346.8 44.4 45.01 
3381.7 347.1 44.4 44.5 
3371 348.3 44.1 40.01 

3360.2 350 44.1 43 
3349.4 351.8 43 .6 40.01 
3338.4 353.5 43.2 42 
3327.5 355.2 43.2 39 
3316.6 357.1 43.4 40.01 
3305.7 359.1 43.7 37.99 
3294.9 0.5 43.5 40 
3284 2 43.4 39.01 

3273.1 3.8 43 37.96 
3262.1 4.5 42.7 35 
3251.1 5.1 42.6 43.01 
3240 6 42.4 32.99 

3228.9 6.7 42.2 43.01 
3217.7 7.4 41.7 33.93 
3206.4 8 41.2 34.01 
3195.1 8.4 40.5 36.01 
3183.7 9.2 39.8 25.96 
3172.1 9.9 39.6 87.5 
3160.5 10 39.5 29.95 
3149 10.8 39.7 31.5 

3137.5 11.6 39.8 29.94 
3126 12.2 40.1 30.5 

3114.5 12.5 40.1 37.5 
3103 12.7 40.2 34.01 

3091.6 13.1 40.1 30.01 
3080.1 13.4 40 34.01 
3068.6 13.2 40.2 37 
3057.2 13.2 40.6 33 
3045.8 13.4 40.7 29.5 
3034.4 13.3 40.4 38.01 
3022.9 13.3 40.6 38.99 
3011 .5 13 .6 40.5 32.01 
3000.1 13.7 40.1 33 
2988.7 14.4 40.3 35.5 
2977.2 14.4 40.3 32.99 
2965.8 14.7 40.6 35 
2945.4 15.2 40.6 29 
2943 15.5 40.9 38.01 

293 1.7 15.9 41 31.5 
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-

2920.4 15.7 40.9 32 
2909.1 15.9 41. 1 32.01 
2897.8 16.2 41. 1 29 
2886.5 16.2 41. 1 38.01 
2875.1 16.5 41.2 28 
2863 .9 16.7 41 30.01 
2852.6 16.6 41.3 34 
2841.3 16.7 41.2 32.5 
2830 16.8 41.2 33.99 

2818.7 16.9 41.3 37 l 
2807.5 16.8 41.6 29.5 
2796.3 17.1 41.7 33 .96 
2785.1 17.2 41.6 31.99 
2773.9 17.4 41.8 41.5 
2762.7 17.4 41.8 31 
2751.5 17.5 41.9 37 
2740.3 17.5 4 1.9 33.99 
2729.2 17.7 41.8 31 
271 8 17.4 41.8 33.5 

2706.8 17.4 41.5 46.01 
2695.6 17.4 41.5 39.01 
2684.4 17.7 41.3 30.99 
2673 .1 17.4 41 .4 40.01 
2661.8 17.5 40.9 35.95 
2650.4 17.5 40.6 36.98 

I 2639 17.9 40.4 27.99 
2627.5 18.2 40.1 34.5 
2616.1 18.3 40 36 
2604.6 18. 1 40.4 33.01 
2593 .1 18.2 39.5 37.01 
2581.6 18.3 39.3 33.5 
2570 18.4 39.5 34.5 

2558.4 18.3 39.7 33.01 
2546.9 18.2 40.1 39.99 
2535.4 18.3 40 30.99 
2523 .9 18.6 39.3 32.97 
2512.3 18.9 39.2 35 
2500.7 19.1 39.4 33 
2489. 1 19.1 39.3 36 
2477.4 19.4 38.5 37.01 
2465.6 19.5 38.4 32 
2453.9 19.4 38.7 31.98 
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2442.2 19.2 39 32.99 
2430.6 19.1 39.3 40.01 
2419 19 39.4 36.94 

2407.4 18.9 39.7 30.01 
2395.8 18.9 39.3 35.01 
2384.1 19.6 ' 38.4 32.01 
2372.4 19.5 38.4 30.01 
2360.7 19.4 38.8 32.98 
2349 19.3 38.8 34 

2337.3 19.2 39.1 29.98 
2325.7 19 39.1 33.01 
2314 18.9 39.4 32 

2302.4 19 39.3 35.01 
2290.8 18.6 39.8 25.99 
2279.3 18.8 39.5 35.01 
2267.7 18.8 39.5 35 
2256.1 19 39.3 35 
2244.5 19.4 39.4 39 
2232.9 19.2 39.5 31.99 
2221.4 19.3 39.5 35.98 
2209.7 19.4 38.5 40.01 
2197.9 19.2 37.6 33.01 
2186 19 36.7 34 

2173 .9 18.8 36.5 30.5 
2161.8 18.6 36.6 32 
2149.8 18.7 36.5 47.5 
2137.8 18.5 36.6 27.5 
2125.7 18.4 36.3 38.95 
2113.6 18.5 35.9 28 
2101.5 18.8 36.7 33.01 
2089.5 18.7 37 33.01 
2077.5 18.7 37.5 33.01 
2065.7 18.6 37.9 39 
2053.9 18.4 37.9 30.5 
2042. 1 18.3 38.1 31.01 
2030.3 18.2 38.1 32.01 
2018.5 18.3 38.6 33 
2006.8 18.3 38.8 33 .99 
1995.2 18.2 39. 1 29.5 
1983.5 18 39.3 35.5 
1971.9 17.9 39.4 34 
1960.3 17.6 39.2 31.96 
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1948.7 17.4 39.2 36.01 
1937.1 17.1 39.5 35 
1925.6 17 40 34.5 
1914.1 17 40.1 38.97 
1902.6 16.9 39.7 39.01 
1891 16.9 39.8 40 

1879.4 16.9 39.9 36.97 
1867.9 17.2 39.3 43.5 
1856.2 17.6 38.4 53.97 
1844.4 17.7 37.7 38.01 
1832.6 17.8 38.1 31.98 
1820.8 17.8 37.9 33.5 
1809 17.6 37.7 36.98 

1797.1 17.5 37.5 27 
1785.2 17.1 37.6 40 
1773.3 17.1 37.7 35.99 
1700.2 18.5 32.7 30 
1687.4 18.4 31.4 32 
1674.5 18.5 30.3 31.96 
1661.5 18.7 29. 1 30 
1648.4 19 28.2 33 
1567.6 19.3 23.9 23.99 
1553.8 19.2 22.9 25 
1540 18.8 21.9 22.01 
1526 18.5 20.9 29.5 
151 2 18.5 20.2 36 

1427.3 17.8 19.1 17.5 
1413.1 17.6 18.6 35 1.98 
1398.9 17.3 18.4 1 1 
1384.7 17.2 18.3 12 
1370.4 17.2 18.6 19.5 
1294.5 16.5 17 19 
1280.1 16.1 16.3 36.98 
1265.7 15.8 15.7 20.01 
1251.3 15.6 15.4 4.01 
1236.8 15.7 15.4 18.96 
11 39.6 20.2 10.2 11 .99 
11 24.8 20.2 9. 1 1.01 
1110 20 7.7 14 

1095.1 19.9 6.7 0.99 
1080.2 20.5 6.7 8.75 
990.8 21.1 6.7 1.79 
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975.9 20.2 6.6 8.99 
961 21.1 6.6 7.99 

946.1 21.1 6.5 5.6 
931 .2 21.6 6.4 3.55 
841 .7 22.4 6.1 13.01 
826.8 22.1 6.2 3.59 
811.9 21.9 6.2 5.00 
796.9 21.6 6.2 1.62 
782 20.6 6.3 3.51 

692.6 19.2 6.3 7.60 
677.7 16.2 6.2 17.01 
662.8 14.9 6.1 17.2 
647.9 14.7 6.1 5.75 
632.9 14.5 6.1 3.51 
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Raw and Rotated V rtical Component Travel Times Acquired from the 
Vertical Incidence Su ey conducted in the B-16 _ 2 Cased Production Well, 

Hibernia Oil Field. 
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APPENDIX B 

Table Bl Raw 
Vertical Incidenc 

and R ptated Vertical Component Travel Times Acquired from the 
e Surve;y conducted in the B-16 _ 2 Cased Production Well, Hibernia Oil 

Field. 

TrueV ertical Raw First First Break 
Depth rom Break Travel Travel Times 
SRD (r 1eters). Times Form After Rotation 

Vertical of Vertical 
Component Component 
(ms). (ms). 

3682.4 1327 1326 
3672.3 1324 1323 
3662.2 1322 1321 
3652.1 1319 1318 

3642 1316 1316 
3631.8 1313 1314 
3621.5 1310 1310 
3611.2 1306 1307 
3600.8 1304 1304 
3590.4 1301 1302 
3580.1 1301 1301 
3569.7 1299 1298 
3559.3 1295 1295 

3549 1292 1291 
3538.6 1290 1290 
3528.3 1287 1287 
3517.9 1282 1283 
3507.6 1281 1281 
3497.2 1279 1278 
3486.8 1277 1276 
3476.4 1276 1275 

3466 1273 1272 
3455.5 1270 1270 
3445.1 1268 1267 
3434.6 1265 1265 
3424.1 1263 1263 
3413 .6 1261 1260 

3403 1258 1258 
3392.4 1255 1255 
3381.7 1253 1252 

3371 1251 1251 
3360.2 1249 1249 
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3349.4 1246 1246 
3338.4 1243 1243 
3327.5 1242 1242 
3316.6 1239 1239 
3305.7 1236 1236 
3294.9 1233 1233 

3284 1230 1231 
3273.1 1228 1228 
3262.1 1225 1225 
3251.1 1222 1222 

3240 1219 1220 
3228.9 1217 1216 
3217.7 1213 1213 
3206.4 1211 1210 
3195.1 1208 1208 
3183.7 1205 1205 
3172.1 1202 1204 
3160.5 1200 1200 

3149 1198 1198 
3137.5 1195 1194 

3126 1193 1193 
3114.5 1187 1190 

3103 1186 1185 
3091.6 1182 1181 
3080.1 1180 1180 
3068.6 1177 1178 
3057.2 1174 1174 
3045.8 1171 1172 
3034.4 1168 1169 
3022.9 1165 1166 
3011.5 1162 1162 
3000.1 1159 1160 
2988.7 1157 1157 
2977.2 1154 1154 
2965.8 1151 1151 
2945.4 1145 1147 

2943 1145 1144 
2931.7 1142 1142 
2920.4 1139 1139 
2909.1 1136 1136 
2897.8 1133 11 32 
2886.5 1130 11 29 
2875.1 1127 11 27 
2863 .9 1123 1123 
2852.6 1120 1120 
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2841.3 1117 1118 
2830 1114 1115 

2818.7 1111 1111 
2807.5 1109 1109 
2796.3 1105 1106 
2785.1 1103 1102 
2773.9 1100 1099 
2762.7 1096 1096 
2751.5 1092 1092 
2740.3 1089 1090 
2729.2 1086 1086 

2718 1083 1083 
2706.8 1080 1080 
2695.6 1077 1077 
2684.4 1074 1074 
2673.1 1071 1071 
2661.8 1068 1068 
2650.4 1065 1065 

2639 1061 1060 
2627.5 1059 1058 
2616.1 1055 1055 
2604.6 1051 1051 
2593.1 1049 1048 
2581.6 1044 1045 

2570 1042 1043 
2558.4 1039 1039 
2546.9 1036 1036 
2535.4 1032 1034 
2523.9 1030 1030 
2512.3 1027 1027 
2500.7 1024 1024 
2489.1 1021 1021 
2477.4 1020 1019 
2465.6 1015 1015 
2453.9 1012 1012 
2442.2 1009 1009 
2430.6 1006 1006 

2419 1003 1005 
2407.4 999 999 
~395.8 996 996 
~3 84.1 992 993 
~372.4 990 989 
~360.7 986 986 

2349 983 982 
)337.3 979 979 
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2325.7 976 976 
2314 972 972 

2302.4 969 969 
2290.8 966 965 
2279.3 963 962 
2267.7 959 960 
2256.1 956 956 
2244.5 953 953 
2232.9 950 949 
2221.4 946 946 
2209.7 942 943 
2197.9 939 940 

2186 935 936 
2173.9 932 932 
2161.8 929 929 
2149.8 926 925 
2137.8 921 922 
2125.7 918 918 
2113.6 913 913 
2101.5 910 910 
2089.5 907 907 
2077.5 903 903 
2065.7 900 900 
2053.9 896 896 
2042.1 892 892 
2030.3 889 889 
2018.5 886 886 
2006.8 883 883 
1995.2 881 881 
1983 .5 878 878 
1971 .9 874 875 
1960.3 871 871 
1948.7 868 868 
193 7.1 864 864 
1925.6 860 861 
1914.1 857 856 
1902.6 853 853 

1891 849 850 
1879.4 842 843 
1867.9 840 839 
1856.2 837 840 
1844.4 834 834 
832.6 830 831 
820.8 827 827 
1809 823 823 
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1797.1 818 820 
1785.2 816 816 
1773.3 808 808 
1700.2 786 787 
1687.4 783 783 
1674.5 775 776 
1661.5 772 773 
1648.4 766 768 
1567.6 739 739 
1553.8 734 733 

1540 730 730 
1526 727 727 
1512 718 718 

1427.3 694 694 
1413.1 679 684 
1398.9 680 680 
1384.7 676 676 
1370.4 671 671 
1294.5 634 634 
1280.1 629 629 
1265.7 624 624 
1251.3 612 612 
1236.8 608 608 
1139.6 574 574 
1124.8 568 568 

1110 562 562 
1095.1 559 559 
1080.2 560 560 
990.8 511 511 
975.9 500 500 

961 498 498 
946.1 494 494 
931.2 474 474 
841.7 446 447 
826.8 438 438 
811.9 435 435 
796.9 426 424 

782 413 413 
692.6 373 373 
677.7 362 361 
662.8 358 358 
647.9 345 345 
632.9 336 336 
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Rotated Vertical omponent Travel Times Acquired from the Walkaway 
Survey conducted i the B-16_ 4 Cased Production Well, Hibernia Oil Field. 
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Table Cl Rotated V t rtical Component Travel Times Acquired from the Walkaway 
Survey conducted in tr e B-16 _ 4 Cased Production Well, Hibernia Oil Field. 

Source Receiv r 1 Receiver 2 Receiver 3 Receiver 4 Receiver 5 
Offset (3482.73 (3494.81 (3506.90 (3518.99 (3531.08 
(meters). meters meters meters meters meters 

TVD) 1 ravel TVD) Travel TVD) Travel TVD) Travel TVD) Travel 
Times ( tms). Times (ms). Times (ms). Times (ms). Times (ms). 

8128.39 1912 1888 1899 1901 1884 
8027.22 1892 1867 1875 1878 1860 
7925.25 1872 1846 1851 1854 1834 
7828.03 1852 1825 1831 1831 1816 
7726.85 1831 1807 1810 1808 1796 
7626.92 1809 1786 1788 1788 1776 
7528.88 1787 1766 1765 1767 1758 
7426.11 1766 1742 1746 1742 1737 
7326.5 1745 1720 1722 1722 1718 

7226.65 1723 1696 1700 1701 1698 
7125.98 1701 1675 1679 1678 1676 
7027.95 1678 1653 1654 1655 1656 
6925.19 1655 1633 1633 1634 1637 
6827.84 1633 1612 1612 1615 1614 
6728.16 1607 1594 1591 1593 1595 
6628.86 1583 1573 1570 1572 1577 
6528.3 1559 1552 1550 1553 1559 

6424.68 1536 1531 1531 1534 1537 
6326.57 1514 1510 1511 1515 1519 
6227.61 1493 1491 1491 1495 1498 
6124.6 1472 1472 1470 1475 1480 

6026.75 1451 1453 1449 1456 1459 
5926.19 1432 1435 1429 1434 1438 
5825.65 141 2 1416 1410 1416 1421 
5726.67 1392 1396 1391 1396 1402 
5625.77 1373 1376 1372 1379 1381 
5526.78 1353 1357 1353 1360 1362 
5424.8 1334 1336 1334 1341 1343 

5328.17 1314 1316 1316 1322 1324 
5227.61 1294 1295 1295 1302 1305 
5126.44 1273 1274 1274 1282 1284 
5029.51 1252 1255 1254 1262 1265 
4927.07 1232 1234 1233 1241 1243 
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4826.66 1211 1213 1212 1220 1221 
4727.45 1189 1193 1190 1199 1201 
4627.43 1168 1172 1169 1178 1180 
4525.3 . 1147 1150 1150 1157 1160 

4426.63 1127 1127 1132 1137 1139 
4328.12 1105 1107 1110 1118 1121 
4227.38 1086 1087 1088 1098 1099 
4128.56 1066 1066 1070 1077 1079 
4026.25 1047 1047 1050 1056 1059 
3928.78 1027 1028 1031 1037 1039 
3828.6 1007 1008 1011 1016 1018 

3728.04 987 989 991 996 999 
3627.17 967 972 972 978 980 
3526.08 948 952 952 958 960 
3427.95 928 931 930 939 941 
3324.23 910 911 911 920 922 
3225.56 890 889 891 900 902 
3127.62 870 869 873 879 882 
3025.95 851 849 853 859 860 
2923.25 832 832 836 840 840 
2829.34 814 815 818 820 821 
2727.35 797 798 800 802 805 
2629.15 782 780 784 788 789 
2529.63 767 765 768 774 775 
2425.28 752 755 754 760 761 
2323.14 738 740 740 745 748 
2223.43 723 723 727 731 734 
2124.29 709 708 713 717 719 
2026.43 695 696 699 702 704 
1924.76 681 683 685 689 690 
1826.56 668 669 671 675 678 
1726.1 655 657 659 662 665 

1626.71 643 645 647 651 654 
1527.1 631 634 636 640 642 

1414.38 620 621 624 628 631 
1327.03 609 613 615 619 622 
1229.18 601 603 606 611 613 
1129.43 593 597 598 602 605 
1028.55 585 588 591 595 597 
928.54 578 581 584 587 590 
829.86 573 578 578 582 585 
728.62 567 570 573 575 578 
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627.78 562 565 567 571 574 
527.99 557 560 562 565 568 
425.55 553 556 558 561 565 
328.29 549 552 556 558 562 
229.3 1 546 551 554 557 560 
127.33 546 549 553 557 560 
28.44 547 550 553 556 559 
75.77 549 551 555 557 560 

172.42 552 554 557 560 563 
274.49 554 557 560 563 566 
374.07 556 560 563 566 569 
473.02 561 564 567 570 573 
573 .86 566 570 573 575 578 
672.95 573 576 580 582 585 

770 581 584 587 589 592 
871.74 589 592 596 597 601 
973.56 598 601 604 606 610 

1071.59 606 610 613 616 619 
1171.45 616 619 624 625 628 
1272.03 626 630 635 636 639 
1373.56 636 639 647 646 649 
1475.09 647 649 660 658 659 
1573.86 660 662 674 671 671 
1671.6 673 674 687 683 684 

1770.86 686 689 700 696 698 
1872.63 701 703 713 710 712 
1972.11 716 718 727 725 726 
2073.08 731 733 741 741 743 

I 

2173.08 747 750 757 757 759 
2272.38 764 766 772 774 776 
2373.56 780 783 788 791 793 
2501.79 798 799 805 808 807 
2613.23 817 817 823 824 825 
2723.72 835 837 841 842 844 
2835.16 854 856 859 861 863 
2945.65 873 875 878 880 882 
3057.09 892 895 897 900 902 
3167.57 912 914 916 920 921 
3279.01 931 933 935 939 939 
3389.5 950 953 955 958 958 

3500.94 970 971 975 977 978 
3611.46 991 991 995 997 999 
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3722.9 1012 1010 1015 1018 1020 
3833.39 1032 1032 1036 1039 1041 
3944.83 1051 1054 1057 1060 1062 
4074.57 1072 1074 1077 1081 1082 
4175.26 1093 1095 1097 1101 1104 
4272.49 1115 1116 1118 1122 1123 
4372.11 1136 1137 1142 1145 1146 
4472.08 1157 1159 1163 1165 1167 
4572.85 1179 1181 1184 1186 1187 
4673.88 1202 1201 1204 1209 1210 
4773.85 1222 1225 1227 1230 1232 
4874.99 . 1245 1248 1247 1251 1253 
4974.88 1267 1269 1270 1273 1273 
5077.17 1289 1291 1292 1294 1296 
5175.27 1311 1312 1311 1315 1315 
5272.49 1333 1334 1332 1336 1337 
5371.03 1354 1355 1354 1357 1358 
5471.67 1377 1378 1376 1378 1382 
5574.39 1400 1403 1399 1401 1405 
5674.65 1422 1421 1422 1423 1427 
5774.77 1444 1445 1445 1446 1449 
5874.33 1466 1468 1467 1468 1472 
5974.51 1488 1491 1489 1490 1494 
6071 .92 1510 1513 1510 1512 1516 
6177.62 1531 1534 1531 1533 1536 
6274.88 1554 1556 1553 1555 1556 
6375.18 1576 1579 1574 1577 1579 
6473.51 1600 1602 1595 1597 1600 
6571 .87 1623 1626 1617 1618 1621 
6674.78 1646 1650 1637 1639 1642 
6775.72 1671 1676 1660 1661 1663 
6874.33 1697 1703 1679 1681 1686 
6972.79 1722 1730 1700 1702 1708 
7072.35 1748 1756 1722 1724 1730 
7172.43 1773 1781 1744 1745 1752 
7271.01 1797 1806 1765 1768 1771 
7373.92 1820 1828 1788 1790 1790 
7473.82 1842 1851 1811 1812 1812 
7573.71 1864 1873 1836 1833 1834 
7674.36 1890 1896 1861 1855 1856 
7774.16 1916 1918 1888 1877 1879 
7872.33 1941 1941 1917 1899 1899 
7977.12 1966 1966 1945 1922 1920 
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